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FOREWORD
The basis of this study was a contract between
Martha N. Ozawa, Ph.D. and James E. Klahre, Chairman
of the Board of Next Door, Inc., for a team of graduate students to ''use various measuring devices to
evaluate changes of perception and attitudes of the
juveniles in residence."
Details of the study were worked out with
Dr. Clinton Goff of the Salem Law Enforcement Council,
reviewed by the Board of Directors of the Next Door,
Inc., and the work commenced in April of 1972 .

In

August, Dr. Ozawa left the project, and Dr. Frank F .
Miles became the director.
The basic hypothesi s of this study was that
"juveniles who had been in the Next Door, Inc . would
show a positive change in their perceptions and attitudes towards themselves and their community after a
stay of two months . "

However, it was recognized that

two months might be too brief a time span to reveal
significant changes · in the juvenlles ' attitudes and
perceptions.
The main variables chosen for this study were the
youths' responses towards authority, community, peer
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relat1onsh1ps, self-concept and the program of the Next
Door, Inc .

Data was collected on these variables by

means of four separate but relat ed measures :

the Jes -

ness Inventory, an Attitude Questionna ire, Semantic
Differential Scales and i ntervi ews held with the juveniles by the researchers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The aim or thls study ls t o report selected perceptions and attitudes of adolescents plac ed ln the
"attention home" at Hood River, Oregon, as an early aid
towards i mproved understanding and treatment, and program assessment .
Development of Focus
In the past quarter or a century, emphasis in the
mental health and correcti onal fields has shifted from
an 1ncreas1ngly impersonal and regimented phil osophy to
a more meaningful, ind!vldualized approach .

This is

especially apparent in the correct ional field l n which
indlvidual!zed treatment in smaller, community-based
units, such as group

ho~~s

and half-way houses wh i ch

provide a family -like atmosphere, ls seen as a desirable alternative to custodial care and punishment carried out in a large- scale institution .

Until recently,

little such individualization has been provided for 11.
the United States :

adults have been housed wi th Juve-

niles; dependent and neglected children have been
institutionalized along with adjudicated delinquents .

2

Many researchers have long turned their attention to
the conditions, structure and objectives of our jails,
and have found reason for much criticism.
The Federal Bureau of Prison ratings point out
that almost no jails are rated excellent by their
standards; about half are rated good, a third as fair,
and six to seven per cent as poor.I

These ratings are

made in terms of suitability of jails for adults, not
for children.

Among the major problems surveyed are

idleness, untrained personnel, and lack of provisions
for education of youth, recreation and religion .

In-

adequate provision is made for separation of adult from
juvenile offenders; often when there is separation, one
or two juveniles are isolated completely. 2
With the establishment of juvenile court laws in
1899, the juvenile code provijed for detention of children separate from that of adult offender s .

The court

maintained that juvenile lawbreaking differed from that
of adults in that it does not have the same implications of moral deviation or intentional disregard of
the law .

The court maintains that children under the

jurisdiction of the Juvenile Court are in need of protective car e and guardianship, and that this can best
be carried out in facilities for detention and treat-
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ment which are separate from cr1m1nal adult influence
and st i gma of cr1me .
The case for the development of such facilities
designed to provide ind1vidual 1zed treatment for the
juvenile has gained strength as we learn more about the
causes of anti-social and abnormal behaviour.

Konopka

stresses that treatment of the juvenile delinquent must
be community centered because self-respect and d1gn1ty
grow from huma n relationships, both with peers and ac cepting adults . 3

Kvaraceus cautions us that the level

of community understanding and acceptance correlates
highly with the success of programs designed for delinquent youth .

The larger part of the community must

support the values and philosophy of the program rather
than feel 1t is a soft-hearted or ineffective approach
to delinquency .

Failure to achieve this understanding

on the community ' s part can result 1n failure of the
program . 4
An essential aspect of the effective detention
facility is provision of an opportunity to observe the
juvenile 1n a controlled environment in which there ls
love, understanding and security and tn which his physical needs will be met.

Hardman notes that since one

of the baste components of delinquency is a history of
negative experiences with authority figures, an of-

4
fender can make a true adjustment only through reconciliation with authority or through a new and construc t i ve relationship with an authority figure . 5

The

personnel involved with the detained Juvenile offender
should represent authority as understanding, dignified
and consistent to change the Juvenile ' s view of authority as unpredictable, hostile and rejecting.
Jail detention seldom provides such positive
experiences as described above and frequently has even
more undesirable consequences.

Many studies indicate

that confinement of a juvenile in jail gives him a
delinquent status among peers .

Studt maintains that

the traumatic experience of being housed with adult
criminals often reinforces noninvolvement with the
normal community and widens the juvenile's separation
from normal group controls which the community provides . 6

The adolescent, who still has his choice of

several self-concepts, fluctuates between conformity
and under-conformity.7

The child ' s self-concept grows

out of his perception of what others think of him.

By

confining the child in jail with adult criminals,
society implies that he, too, ls "bad," thus lowering
his self-concept and possibly precipitating further
delinquency.

5
Furthermore, the jail experience, while preventing the repetition of a specific act, may instill in
the youthful offender a cautiousness and wariness of
community-sancti oned authority figures and agencies .
The philosophy of imprisonment as punishment often inhibits constructive efforts toward conformity to
society's norms.

Kenney states that juveniles often

need detention but reminds us that the detention experience should begin the treatment process rather than
push the individual further from it~ A punitive attitude based on the premises of retaliation and removal
from the community encourages resentment and inhibits
growth of motivation toward resocialization.9

The pro-

cess of resocialization necessarily involves a desire
to change as well as a gradual process of reorganizing
behavior by means of practicing new attitudes, roles
and behavior .

It ls our belief that resocialization

is more effectively achieved in detention homes designed to provide exposure to positive, successful ar.d
desirable ways of behaving than it is achieved in the
traditional jail setting.

The workers and members of

a de tention home offe r several methods of transmittinG
society's norms.

Behavior can be influenced by ap-

proval or disapproval of the members of the home .

The

socialization process can also be effected in a deten-

6
tion environment created to perpetuate and reinforce
acceptable norms .

The norms are internalized into each

member of the home as the individual becomes his own
judge of his behavior.
Development of the Next Door, Inc.
The State of Oregon Corrections Division carried
out a study of District 9, comprising Wasco, Sherman
and Hood River counties, to provide direction for correctional change in that district .

The Feasibility

Study team held the opinion that treatment cannot be
conducted within a jail setting and that it is most
effective within the local community.

In view of this,

the study identified the critical problem in District 9
as the lack of a detention resource for children of
juvenile court age. 10 The Law Enforcement Council of
Oregon, in a grant proposal for the creation of such
a facility in District 9, listed specific problems
caused by the lack of a temporary child care facility :
1.

Children alleged to have committed acts
of delinquency must either be detained
in inadequate jail-like facilities or
released to the custody of their parents .
Often the home $ituation is harmful to
the child and the release of the child to
his parents only perpetuates and aggravates the child's problems.
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2.

Sometimes it is necessary to lodge dependent children in the Juvenile
Quarters of the Hood River County Jail
due to a lack of any other temporary
housing for the child .

3. Evaluation of the child 's needs by the

Court is of ten hampered by the lack of
temporary car e facilities.

4.

Children coming before the Court with
problems in the area of ungovernable
behavior or situations of family conflict cannot be helped effectively be cause temporary care in a neutral setting
is not available . ll

Recognizing these needs, Hood River, Oregon has devel oped an "attention home" called the Next Door, Incorporated.
The Next Door, Inc .
The Next Door, Inc., a t emporary child care
facility located in the community of Hood River, has
been funded by Federal, State, and Local sources under
Part C, Title I, Public Law 90-351, (as amended by Publ ic Law 91 - 644) .

The Next Door, Inc . serves Hood

River, Wasco and Sherman counties and is certified by
the Children ' s Services Division for a total of eight
children of both sexes .

The technical age for place-

ment lies between ten and eighteen years of age,
although the majority of juveniles placed in the heme
have been adolescents .

Placement in the group . home is

for both long and short term clientele referred from
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the juvenil e courts, from Children ' s Services Di vi sion,
or on a vol untary basis .

Children admi t ted to the

attenti on home must meet the admission criteria formulated by the Hood River and Wasco County Juven ile
Departments.

In addition each child must sign a con-

tract stat ing clearly that he will cooperate with the
program of the attention home (see Appendix A).
The physical facility is a l arge, older home in
Hood River, Oregon which has been remodeled to accommodate both sexes .

Its location provides proximity to

local schools and other participating community agencies .
The Next Door, Inc . ls administered by a Board
of Directors consisting of fifteen community volunteers
who assume the responsibility of managing and directing
the operation of the group home.

Houseparents are

responsible for the actual care and supervision of the
chil dren in residence as well as for the planr.ing and
coordinating of the children's needs .

Together these

two teams work towards achieving the goals of the at tention home .

These goals have been formulated by the

Board as follows:
1.

Temporary Child Care: To provide temporary care for up to eight children of
both sexes as an alternative to placement of the child in jail or return to
an unfavorable home situation . The home

is to be operated principally for the
children of Hood River County, but chil dren from Wasco and Sherman counties
will be admitted on a space available
and cost of care basis.
2.

Attention to the Child's Needs : To
develop and provide vari ous types of
attention for the child not possible
if the child were detained in Jail or
r el eased to his parents or even placed
i n shelter homes. The houseparents,
community volunteers, and professional
counselling personnel will be involved
in providing attent i on to t he child ' s
various needs and problems,
Neutral Place for the Child to St a* :
To provide a neutral setting for t e
child to stay for counselling and
assistance following periods of family
conflict . It will provide a cooling
off period for both the child and
parents and on-going care for those
children needing specific services not
available wi thin their own homes .
Parents will be involved in t he counselling and program planning whenever
possible .

4.

Place for Child to Stay Other Than
Jail Pending Case Planning and/or
Placement: To provide a place for
the child pending case planning and/
or continuing care when not appropriate to release the child to hi s
parents or to continue t he child in
de tention .

5.

Assist the Court in Evaluating Child ' s
Needs: To provide evaluation information to the Court prior to hearing and
if continuing care is necessary, make
available counselling to the child .

6.

Minimize the Child ' s Adjustment ProTo provide care and service to
~child and his family while disturbing his world as little as pos~:
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sible; that is, the child will be
allowed to continue in school and be
allowed to remain in contact with
persons and things familiar to him.
Obtain Volunteer Services from the Community : To secure the volunteer participation of at least one hundred
individuals and/or organizations in the
community. The participation is ex pected in the form of volunteer services such as preparation and remodeling
of the facility, upkeep of facility,
obtaining supplies, big brother
services, contributions of money, etc.1 2
Through interviews with the houseparents, the
research learned that in addition to these basic goals
the houseparents have objectives relating to daily living experiences.

Some of the tasks include provision

of structure and routine schedules for those children
who have never had such discipline.

The houseparents

hope to help these children improve their relationships
with adults and with their peers through role modeling
as well as through individual counselling and group
meetings .

Problems of honesty, sharing and getting

along with others are discussed among the houseparents
and children to achieve this goal .

The houseparents

also try to provide a model of a healthy and stable
marriage for the children, many of whom have never been
exposed to this.

The houseparents delegate household

chores and involve the children in recreational and
group activities in order to provide a more family-like
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atmosphere.

In carrying out their parental role the

houseparents are expected to use firm and consistent
discipline, hoping to instill a more positive view of
authority in the children.
The houseparents enter weekly progress and behavioral reports into each child's file to help evaluate the child's needs and to plan for placement upon
release (see Appendix A).

The houseparents meet with

a planning committee consisting of a Children ' s Services Division worker, juvenile court personnel, a
clinical psychologist, a psychiatric social worker, and
other community volunteers to discuss the child's
adjustment and future alternatives such as foster care,
return to natural parents, or 1nst1tut1onalizat1on.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of our study is to explore the value
of the Next Door, Inc. program in terms of its effect
on the children's attitudes towards and perceptions of ,
various components considered important to the group
home's program .

These components include the group

home itself, the child's view of authority figures, his
self- concept , his peer relationships, and his perception of the community's concern for him.
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This research attempts to measure attitude change
in those children who have r esided in the home for a
period of at l east two months .

In addition, the design

allows us to formulate a description of the population
served by this facility .

Subjective comments from t he

r esident s of the home are used, to provide a broader
vi ew of the juveniles' feelings and percep tions .
This shoul d provide some measure of the impact of
the attention home 's program on relevant a t titudes held
by i ts clientele, as well as a clearer description of
the clientele with whom the home is dealing.

The r e-

search findings shoul d provide a base for analysi s and
improvement or modification of program aspects .

It is

hoped t hat such clarification in terms of the population presently dealt with will give direct ion to determination of program objectives and simultaneously
provide a base for further research in this home, if
not other facilities.
Values of the Research
The value of attention homes such as the Next
Door, Inc., recently put into practice in many commun i t i es, has been increasingly advocated as a viable
a l ternative to traditional detention.

The implications

of a community based attention home are far reaching
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in that the attention home represents a shift from
reliance upon impersonal and highly centralized agencies which are said to have contri buted to an unmotivated and uncommitted philosophy pervading many
communities.

Some social scientists believe that

community participation and active involvement in the
solution of social problems, as demanded by community
based group homes, result in a more effective and
humanized service .
The possible significance of community group
homes to the growth and advancement of both the mental
health and correctional fields requ ires further research in this area to provide direction for its most
effective utilization, as well as to provide guidelines
for program assessment, development and implementation .
Thus, the present research on the Next Door, Inc . was
conducted in order to provide some such measure of the
group home ' s value and effectiveness as an innovative
effort in the Oregon Correctional system.
Overview of Chapters
The remaining chapters of this book will be devoted to a review of the relevant literature and to the
actual implementation and findings of this research .
Chapter II is divided into two sections, the first of
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which provides a broad overview of the adolescent personality wi th which the home deals .

The second section

presents t he research findings concerning adolescent
treatment facilities in order to determine what factors
contribute to an effective group home.

Chapter III

describes the research design and methods of data analysis .

Findings of the research are presented in

Chapter IV.

The final chapter summarizes conclusions

of the study and suggests implications for the program
of the Next Door, Inc.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Adolescence is a period of transition from childhood to adulthood, during which the youth experiences
crucial physiological and psychological changes.
Besides coping with the bewildering onset of glandular
and bodily changes, the adolescent youth must also contend with psychological changes, called "tasks" of
adolescence .

These "developmental tasks" are defined

by Havighurst as:
. • . skills, knowledge, functions and
attitudes which an individual has to
acquire at a certain point in his life;
they are acquired through physical maturation, social expectations, and personal
efforts . Successful mastery of these
tasks will result in adjustments and will
prepare the individual for the harder
tasks ahead.
A primary task of this age is achievement of adult
status and independence.

The reawakening of sexual

interest characteristic of adolescence requires a
second task, that the youth experiment with new relationships with both sexes , as well as accept his own
sexual identity and its concurrent role .

Other tasks

include dealing with and accepting his new body image,
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learning to integrate society's norms and mores as his
own; and finally, establishing a sense of identity.
The establishment of identity, defined by Sorenson as "the creation of an inner sense of sameness and
continuity, a unity of personality felt by the individual and recognized by others, 112 is essential to the
transiti on from adolescence to mature adulthood .
Eri ckson reminds us of this difficult period, when the
youth is concerned about who he is, who he wants to be,
what others feel about him, how to master powerfUl new
drives and how to cope with authority as well as. new
responsibilities.

When a youth is not sure of how he

sees himself or of how others see him, that is, when he
is not sure of his identity, delinquent, neurotic, and
even psychotic incidents may result.3

When such

11

iden-

ti ty diffusi on" occurs, the youth runs away in some
form--truanting , staying out all night, withdrawing
from friends or family.

Erickson emphasizes that

del inquent behavior is only one manifestation of dif rus 1on. 4

He cautions us against using the label delin-

quent, warning us that the youth may perversely oblige
authorities by becoming what he is labeled.

Delin-

quency, according to Lippman, is an outlet for hostility resulting from past neglect, rejection, or
deprivation of vitally needed gratifications. 5 The
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U.S. Children ' s Bureau publication, Institutions
Serving Delinquent Children, throws further light on
the dilemma of defining delinquency :
"Delinquency" is a legal term, a finding by a court, generally as a result
of the child's violation of a law . The
term is not diagnostic and is not sufficient to classify the child. Chance
sometimes determines whether a child is
labeled delinquent, dependent, or neglected . Sometimes another term might
easily have been used and the child
given a different legal-social status
. • • • A child may become delinquent
because his life lacks some of the elements necessary to healthy, normal
growth • . • . When these basic needs
are not met, a child may become delinquent and seek his satisfactions in
socially unacceptable ways . . • •
Whatever the causes of their misbehavior, delinquents are likely to be
immature, hostile, insecure, or badly
frightened boys and girls . Most delinquent children believe that the world
is essentially hostile, since this is
what their experience of reJgction and
deprivation has taught them .
Keller and Oliver note that "sharp dil1neat1ons
I

between delinquent and dependent children are more
easily made by law than in practice . "7

They maintain

that children in need of care, regardless of their
label, are more similar than different.

Many of these

children share the same deprivations in spite of their
varying labels .

Dependent and neglected children, like

many delinquent children, have been "abandoned, neglected, subjected to cruelty or depravity or not pro-
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vided with the care, guidance, and protect i on necessary
for his physical or emotional well- being, by his.
parents or those having his custody . 11 8
A major factor from which many of these deprivations stem is the inadequate family .

Sheldon and

Eleanor Glueck found that the parent - child relationship
in a family held more import in contributing to delinquency than the factors of slum life, conflict of cul tures, and low IQ .

The chances that a youth with an

adequate family life would become delinquent were only
three in one hundred, whereas a youth with an 1nadequate family life was given ninety-eight chances out of
one hundred.9
The inadequate families studied by the Gluecks
were found to be more mobile, crowded, and with a lower
standard of living .

The parents were often divorced,

separated, unmarried, or separated due to death, and
more often afflicted by emotional disturbance, alcohol i sm, criminal behavior, and physical or mental illness.
Their mode of interaction was more often hostile or
indi fferent than in adequate families, and their disc i p line less consistent .
Reckless and Denitz, in their studies on differences between delinquents and nondellnquents, learned
that the nondelinquent felt his parents were concerned
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about him and that h1s family was as good as any
other . l o

The parents of these boys took an interest in

the ir sons and were satisfied with the friends chosen
by their sons .

Nondelinquents were more likely to

identify themselves with the community in a positive
way, possibly due to the strong emotional bond between
the child and his parents, the primary transmitters of
social standards .

Reckless and Denitz' findings indi-

cate that the child has a desire to emulate his
parents ' behavior and standards, which he then internalizes.

Delinquents, they found , do not have this

attachment so do not have the same sense of responsibility to the community .
Kvaraceus has devoted much r esearch in

definin~

differences between delinquents and nondelinquents .
In the area of family and home life, he learned that
delinquents usually come from homes with standards that
vary from those of general society . 11

The interper-

sonal relationships in the family
. . . are negative and result in emotional deprivation and dama6e, economic
stress and insecurity . Discipline is
overstrict, punitive, erratic or lax;
family living lacks cohesiveness; affection of parents is indifferent, hostile,
or rejecting; the mother's supervision
is inadequate or unsuitable . Substandard conditions prevail; the neighborhood presents a climate of rulelessness
and rootlessness.12
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Kvaraceus found that the youth h imself often exhi bits
such traits as ambivalence toward authori ty, high
defi ance, emot i onal fluctuation, high self-concern but
low self-concept, and a low frust ration tolerance ,
In the following sections, the concepts of
authority, peer relationships, and self-concept will be
discussed in more detail in order to relate them to the
treatment process for the Juvenile .
Authority
A general defini tion of authority offered by
Lasswell and Kaplan is "that use of power which has
been legitimized in the in$tltut1onal structure of
society . 111 3

The Gluecks have found that a tti tu des

toward aut hority "concern basic ways i n which the individual establishes his place, his security, and his
share in society and in life . 1114 They emphasize the
importance of attitudes towards authority , which most
youth experience first through their parents, and later
thr ough society's agencies, such as church or school .
A reconciliation with authority is crucial to the de velopment of the adolescent who ls simultaneously
achieving independence .

The youth whose contacts wi th

authority have been negative or hostile needs contact
with authority figures who are consistent and under-
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standing 1n order to work out his conflicts.

These

conflicts center around the youth ' s need to be independent of parental domlnancy, hence his increased
rebelliousness and rejection of their values.

At the

same time, however, the youth is seeking his own set
of values to further solidify his identity, and needs
adults with sound values with which he can identify
without feeling that he is sacrificing his independence.

A constructive relationship with an authority

figure allows a child to meet his dependency needs
while developing his conscience, his own means of selfcontrol.

Self-control ls developed when the child is

st ill in a dependent relationship with the parental
authori ty figure, who defines limits f or the child and
helps him with the control of his impulses.

Falsberg

suggests three ways in which the child develops selfcontfol :
1.

The giving up of infantile pleasu r es
to. gain love and security.

2.

Conscious and unconscious identification with and imitation of parental
figures.

3.

Incorporation of par1otal and later
community standards. ~

This suggests that dependent, neglected, and delinquent
children experience more conflict with authority and
thus increased difficulty in developing self-control.
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Falsberg attributes this increased conflict to factors
such as t he absence of one parent , the unsuitability of
role models, the lack of

e~otional

availability of the

parents, and the conflicting standards of the child's
fam ily with those of the larger society.16

For these

children, fair and consistent discipline and firm 11m1ts
are essential, coupled

~1th

a nonpunitive authority fig-

ure to help the child handle his feelings toward
authority and to find socially acceptable outlets for
his impulses .
Peers and Self-Conc ept
As we have said earlier, adolescence is the ctage
in which the child develops physically, psychologically,
and socially into an adult .
the task of forming
be~om~s

:i

As the adolescent begins

meaningt"ul identity the peer gro:.ip

his major vehicle .

By conforming with his peers

he receives a sense of belonging and the support needed
for change .
dangers of

The peer group helps guard against the
self -diffusio~

by providing an opportunity

for self-testing, ego growth, identity formation and
self- esteem.

Thus, the peer group becomes the adoles-

cent 's major reference group, that group from which he
learns his standards, values and goals .
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Barron sees the roles in the peer group as a
"powerful determinant in the formation of the chil d ' s
conception of himself . 1117 A role is defi ned as that
behavior which an i ndividual assumes according to the
position he holds in a particular group . 18 Cavan not es
that self- concept develops from the adolescent ' s perception of what others, in particular his peer group, think
of him . 1 9 Thus one ' s self- concept can be positive or
negative, dependent upon the esteem with which the child
feels himself held in his peer group .

These feelings of

being valued or of being worthless are incorporated into
the child's identity and are known as his self-esteem .
Failure to develop a strong self-concept and positive
sense of self-esteem can result in identity diffusion .
Reckless and Denitz, in their studies on the relationship of self-esteem to peer group, learned that
non-delinquents belonged to reference groups that
defined themselves as good, and that these boys were
satisfied with their own self- image .

This supports

Sorenson's theory that alienation from society, through
institutionalization or segregation of delinquents,
merely compounds the youth's problems by limiting contacts with non- delinquent youths and adults, contacts
which are essential to positive identity formatlon. 20

The adolescent brings to the peer group attitudes
and behaviors which are then reinforced, modified or
changed as the individual assimilates group practices
and norms of his own.

The adolescent's attitudes are

thus a mixture from past experiences, norms of his peers
and minor reference groups such as family, church, or
school .

In a treatment home then, the peer group can be

a valuable tool for rehabilitation or it can be a hindrance, depending on the values of the group .
Konopka states that status among one ' s peer group
means more to the adolescent than status among adults . 21
In view of this, a treatment center must focus on the
peer social structure in addition to individual casework.

Polsky supports this finding in his research of

Cottage Six:

"The position and status of each boy

within his living group proved more important than acceptance by professional staf'f . 11 22

This research il lt:s-

trates the theory of differential association, which
holds that delinquents learn their standards and norms
of behavior from a3sociation with each other or isola tion from nondelinquent standards .

In view of the

importance of the peer group to the formation of the
adolescent's values, Polsky stressed community based
treatment in order to prevent segregation of delinquents
from nondelinquents .
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The Treatment Home
Although Keller and Alper maintain that placement
in group homes is not exactly formal treatment, they
agree that many children can make extensive social and
emotional adjustments from living with accepting adults
and with the support of peers.23

The group home that

does provide treatment must provide certain experiences
and controls, which include :
1.

A group living experience in a familylike atmosphere that also provides
opportunity to develop peer relationships.

2.

An opportunity for identification and
warm relationships with adult authority figures.

3.

A favorable climate in which physical
and emotional needs are met and
deviant behavior may be tolerated.

4.

Ordered patterns of daily living experiences which provide routines and
control .

5.

An opportunity for counselling, or to
have someone listen to the child's
needs and fears.

The group home provides a setting !n which everyday
living experiences can be examined and modified through
the support and feedback of peers and houseparent s .
The group provides an opportunity for trying out new
roles, skills, and ideas, and for learning new ways of
relating and expressing feelings .

The group members
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can also learn the way others see and respond to thei r
behavior and thus the consequences of their behavior . 24
In addition the group home provides the children with
a feeling of belonging to something .

This is espe -

cially important during adolescence because one of the
developmental tasks is to become independent of the
family and establish ties with others outside the home .
Peers can offer substitution for the loss of parental
support while they also can offer a group identity to
the adolescent whose individual identity ls still de veloping .

Living in a group situation which gives the

adolescent support of peers

has proven to be a less

stressful situation than living in a foster home without benefit of peer support.

Adolescents are fre -

quently unable to tolerate close one- to- one relationships with adults, who symbolize authority and
dependency t o the struggling youth .

Support from

peer~

helps him accept adult control as well as change his
antisocial and anti -authorit y attitudes through group
process. 2 5 Furthermore, group pressures from peers can
help prevent an adolescent from making extreme emotional demands on the adult.
Attitudes towards authority can be greatly altered
through a satisfying relationship with adult parental
substitutes .

The houseparents must offer security and
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guidance as well as affection .

Feelings of being loved

and accepted enable the adolescent to develop the trust
necessary to identify with adult values and standards.
Opportunity for identification with adults helps the
child find stability in his own identity as he integrates certain values and norms into his own developing
system .

Furthermore, the pr.ovision of a model of mar-

ried and family life still proves to be the best means
of filling the normal developmental and socialization
needs of the child while providing a stable model with
which t o identify .
Houseparents also need to provide a favorable
atmosphere where the child feels secure in that his physical and emotional needs will be met .

A favorable

climate is one i n which the child feels respected and
understood as an individual, Rnowing that he has someone to help him work on present problems as well as
future goals .

It includes protection and guidance of

the child in controll i ng impulsive behavior until he
is able to control himself .

A most important aspect of

a favorable climate for the growth of children is reasonable tolerance of deviant behav ior by adults, without a punitive or reject ing attitude .

Repression of

such behavior does not a llow it to be deal t with and
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may produce outer conformity rather than internalized
change. 26
Adult attention and affection as well as the
planning of recreational and leisure time activities
should not be based on the child 's behavior.

These are

rights rather than privileges in a therapeutic climate .
Fri tz Redl compares the withholding of these righ ts
from the needy child to wi thholding medicine from a
sick child. 27
The Child Welfare League of America stresses t hat
r outines and regulations are necessary in a group liv ing situation to provide a sense of continuity, r egu larity, and stability, as well as to help simplify
living for the ch1ld . 28 A routine schedule delays cert ain gratifications, thus teaching the child selfcontrol .

Ordered patterns of daily living experience

help the child to become aware of what he can expect
and on what he can depend, thus lowering his anxiety .
Well defined limits, controls, and pre-determined consequences of their violation are necessary so that the
child knows what ls expected of him and can fulfill
them .

During adolescence the child must cope with new

developmental tasks, unresolved maturational conflicts,
and physiological changes.

This is difficult without

external and substitute controls such as rules, rou-
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tines, and the presence of authority figures, since the
ego is still integrating its coping skills and the conscience is still developing. 29
A final component in the effective treatment home
is the availability of understanding adults who have
the time to listen to the concerns of the children,
Jarvis, in a study of delinquent boys, found that
eighty-five per cent of the boys felt that the best
therapy for them was having someone listen and talk to
them.30

Other choices were having money, having an

adult engage in some activity with him, thinking things
out for himself, and finding activities for himself.
Houseparents can also provide on-the-spot counselling
in a crisis situation which may ward off further problems by allowing the child to ventilate his feelings
and helping him understand his emotions.

An oppor-

tunity for group meetings in which bottled-up daily
living pressures can be discussed openly also helps
vent frustrat ions and hostile feelings that may have
been expressed through antisocial acts.
From the review of the literature, we found that
juveniles who are classified as delinquent tend to
possess negative attitudes towards authority figures
and the community represented by them, and that they
frequently have poor self-concepts .

We also learned
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that peer relationships have a substantial influence
on the juvenile ' s attitudes towards himself and others,
even more influence than most adults .

For example, a

juvenile whose peer rela tionships are based in a delinquent subculture will tend to adopt delinquent attitudes .
Thus it seemed that in a treatment program that
a t tempts to change attitudes in the direct i on of conformity to society ' s accepted norms, changes in atti tudes towards the following variabl es would be neces sary :

authority figures, the juvenile ' s surround ing

community, his self-concept, and relationship with his
peer s.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Thls research attempted to test the gu1d1ng hypothes is tha t ''Juveniles who had been in the a t te ntion
home would show a positive change in their perceptions
and attltudes towards themselves and their community
after a stay or two months," and to study the interr elations of attitudes and perceptions which m1ght be
use ful in program developme nt, treatment or understanding of change factors .

The research hypotheses were :

1,

There is no difference in scores on
the Asocial Index between Time I and
T1me II (two months after entr ance) .

2.

Time II scores are more favorable
than Time I scores .

The main variables in this study wer e responses
in the areas of authority, community, self-concept ,
peer relat1ons and the program of the attention home,
together with sectors measured by the Jesness Inventory, wh1ch includes a combined Asocial Index explained.
in more detail later in the chapter.
Population Studied
The population to be studied was originally to
consist of all juveniles who entered the attention home
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and remained at least two months, wi thin the ten month
period of data collection .

Juveniles whose stay in

the Home was limited to overnight or to only a few days
were not included.
However, certain problems encountered during the
study necessitated a change in sampling units .

The

Home has a capacity for no more than eight youths at
a time, and several youths remained in the Home for
periods of up to six months.

Six youths had entered

the Home before the onset of data collection, resulting in their exclusion from Times I and II comparisons.
Due to the small number in the Home during the period
of data collection, i t was decided that all youth would
be given the Jesness Inventory at entry and every two
months following.

This meant that some juvenil es were ex-

cluded from the TimeS I and II samples, but were eligible
for Times III, IV, and V; that is, after four, six, and
eight months ' stay r espectively.

The researchers hoped

this would increase possibilities for wider comparison
and analysis of data; however, little more data was coll ected in spite of this addition to our original desi;n .
The population actually studied consisted of sixteen juveniles who had taken either the Jesness Inventory or the Attitude Questionnaire, or both .

The

following list presents the numbers available for anal -
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y sis, by t i me and instruments .

This total included all

of those entering and staying more than t wo days in the
study period .
J e sne s s Inventory :
Number of juveniles in Time I
and II sample • . • • • • . .
Number of juveniles in Time I
sample only . • . • • • . .
Total number of Juveniles i n
Time I sample • . . . • . .

4

5
9

Number of juveniles i n Ti me
II and I II sampl e . .
Number of juveniles in Ti me
I V and V sample . .

1
l

At tit ude Questionnaire and Intervi ew:
Number of j uveniles who ha ve
taken the Attitude Questionnaire at Time II . • . • .
Numbe r of Juveniles who have
been interviewed at Time I I •

11

9

I nstruments of Data Collection (see Appendix B)
Jesness I nventory .

In choos i ng an instrument to

measure attituda change, it was necessary to look for a
test i n which the reliability level insur ed that dif·

'

fe r ence s in results were not due t o differences in
r E:sponc:1.ng to thE: test it!:elf, and which had been standardized for adole scent s .

The Jesness I nventory, a

structured questionnaire consisting of one hundred
fifty - fi ve True- False items, is designed to measure
attitude change over time in childr en of both sexes
between the ages of eight to eighteen years .

The in-
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ventory is multi-dimensional for use in classifying
both delinquents and nondelinquents through inclusion
of items investigating areas of attitude and sentiment
about self and others .

The items included provide a

single index of asocial tendencies predictive of delinquency; thus it is an instrument which can be used to
distinguish delinquents from nondelinquents .

It is

important to point out, however, that the Asocial Index
intends to measure psychological disposition only, and
does not include social-environmental dimensions of
delinquency such as lack of opportunity, lack of environmental support, family conflict and stress, and
peer pressures.
The Asocial Index, one of eleven scales which
represent separate personality characteristics, may be
defined as a generalized tendency to resolve problems
in social and personal adjustment or to behave in ways
which violate established social norms and customs .
There are two components to this index, the first being
a motivation towards the goal, measured in the Social
Maladjustment Scale.

The second, consisting of seven

of the nine remaining scales, is an inhibitory tendency related to an awareness of consequence, conflicting motivation, a generalized tendency to inhibit need
gratification or impulse expression or incompatible self
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concept .

The Asocial Index is Social Maladjustment

minus the inhibitory tendencies measured by seven
scales .
The remaining scales and their definitions are as
follows:
Social Maladjustment. (63 items) A set
of attitudes associated with unfulfilled
needs, especially dependent needs,
parental rejection, punitive or inconconsistent modes or reinforcement. This
set of attitudes is defined by the extent to which the individual shares the
attitudes of persons who demonstrate
inability to meet, in socially approved
ways, ttte demands of their environment.
Value Orientation. (39 items) Refers
to a tendency to hold values characteristic of persons in the lower social
classes.
~a turi ty

. ( 45 i terns) The tendency to
display attitudes and perceptions of
self and others which are usual for persons of a younger age .
Autism. (28 items) A tendency in thinking and perceiving to distort reality according to one's personal desires or
needs.

Alienation. (26 items) Refers to the
presence of distrust and estrangement
in a person's attitudes towards others,
especially towards persons representing
authority.
Manifest Aggression . (31 items) Refers
to an awareness of unpl easant feelings,
espec ially of anger and frust ra tion, a
tendency to react readily with emotion,
and perceived discomfort concerning the
presence and control of these feelings .
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Withdrawal. (24 items) Involves a
perceived lack of satisfaction with
self and others and a tendency
toward passive escape or isolat i on
from others.
Social Anxiety. (24 items) The
perceived emotional discomfort associated with interpersonal relationships.
Repression. (15 items) Refers to
the exclusion from conscious awareness of feelings and emotions which
the individual normally would be expected to experience, or h1s failure
to label these emotions.
Denial. (20 items) Refers to the
failure to acknowledge unpleasant
events or aspects of reality
normally encountered in daily living.
Attitude Questionnaire (see Appendix B).

A sec-

ond instrument was devised to measure the attitudes
towards authority, community, self-concept, peers and
the Next Door, Inc.•s program.

This instrument is a

questionnaire designed to reveal attitudes towards more
specific, concrete areas whereas the Jesness provides
data on general, underlying attitudes.
The Attitude Questionnaire consisted of two
parts, the first of which were eight closed response
questions concerning the major variables of this study.
The questions in this section were concerned with learning what kinds of juveniles were actually in the Home,

IJ.l

and what feelings they had about themselves, their
peers and the houseparents, as well as the community
and authority figures .
The second section of the Attitude Questionnaire
consisted of a

s~ries

of three Semant ic Dif f~rential

Sc'ales designed to o\)tain a rating of each Juvenile's
attitudes towards selected concepts.
the

Ne~t

Responses toward

Door-, Inc . as well as towards the selected

concepts of authority and the Juvenile's self-poncept ,
were rated on this scale .

Attitudes towards these con-

cepts were rated on a scale which consisted of twelve
words and their opposites,
for

~heir

These words were selected

evaluative, potency, or activity

connotat~ons .

Each word and its opposite was placed on a continuum,
with seven sections between the two words .

For

example, the fl.rst words of the scale were "helpful/
unhelpful," and looked like this :

The seven sections between the two words represented
degrees of meaning, such as "very helpful," to "very
unhelpful."

The jµvenile marked. an "X" in a sectl.on of

the c9ntinuum that best described his feeling towards
the concept being rated with respect to the particular
word .
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Six words and their opposites were considered to
be evaluative; these were helpful/unhelpful, valu9ble/
worthless, nice/awful, clean/dirty, good/bad and not/
cold .

Thus, a juvenile who rated the concept

"authority'' very highly on the evaluative words, tj'lat
is, if he marked an "X" very near the left end of the
continuum, would probably feel that authority

an~

representatives of authority are general ly helpful to
him and worthwhile in his life .

A low scoring subject

would pr obably fee l that authority figures are unhelpful, that is, more trouble than of hel p or use to him,
something to be avoided .
Potency words, which were large/small, strong/
weak, and deep/shallow, dealt with the powerfulness of
the concept or i ts perceived ability to be effective
and of influence in the Juvenile ' s or others ' lives .
Activity words, noisy/quiet, fast/slow, and
active/passive, connote feelings of energy, industriousness and readiness to act .

Thus a subject scoring

high on activity words on t he concept "self- concept"
would perceive himself to be an active and energetic
person rather than passive, lazy, and stagnating or
idle .
Interview.

Recognizing that the test data would

possibly prove inadequate due to our small sample s i ze,
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an in-depth interview was also administered by the
researchers to eleven of the

~uven il es

in the sample .

Tl)e purpose of this interview was to collect

certai~

i dent ifying information as well as the Juveniles' perceptions and subjective opinions regarding such areas
as his placement in the home and the effectiveness of
the home .

Areas investigated included the Juvenile ' s

perception of t he r easons for his placement in the
home, kinds of Juveniles placed in the home, and of how
others viewed the home.

Quali ty of peer relationships

and of relationship to the houseparents, with suggestions for i mprovements in these areas, were afso el i cited .
Collection of the Data
The Jesness was originally administered by the
Coordinator of Volunteers for Hood River County to each
Juvenile upon entrance and at subsequ ent two month
intervals.

The researchers ettose a volunteer with no

direct involvement wi th the juveniles in the Next Door,
Inc. to avoid contamination of t est r esults .

After

several months it was necessary for the houseparents t c
take over the a dministration of the test due to the
volunteer 1 s difficulty in arranging her time .

Most

likely this did not bias the test since there was a
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built - in fa ke abil ity scale which checked the veracity
of the i ndividual ' s responses .

The houseparents told

all juveniles that their tests would remain confidential and that only the researcher s would see thei r
responses .

The test was given to the juveniles at the

Next Door, Inc. to make it as convenient as possible
for the J uveniles .
After a juvenile had been in the Home for a
period of approximately two months, the

rese~rchers

went to Hood River to administer the Attitude Questionnaire and to conduct a personal interview with each
juvenile .

Eleven juveniles took the Attitude Question-

naire and nine of these eleven also were interviewed.
Analysis of Data
Base Data .

Thirty-six juveniles were placed in

the Home between the periods of November 15, 1971 (when
the Home opened) to December 31, 1972 (when the study
was concl uded) .

Base data was collected on these

youths in order to compile a flow chart .

Data included

the age and sex of each juvenile, reason for referral,
number of days each juvenile spent in the Home, and
placement upon release .
The above information was organized in Table I
according to the order in which the juvenile came into
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the Home .

Th1s organ1zat1on enables the reader to

1dentify changes in other variables, such as days 1n
Home or placement upon release, and their relationship
with the relative data of the Home ' s program .
The mean, average deviation and standard deviation of the number of days the Juveniles spent in the
Home was also computed, excluding the five juveniles
who remained in the Home at the conclus1on of this
study .
Tables presenting the exact number of juveniles
referred to the Home for specified reasons and the
number of juveniles placed in their own home, or
specified alternatives to their home, were also compiled .
It was determined that during this same time
period of November 15, 1971 to December 31, 1972,
for ty-eight youths were detained in the Hood River
County Jail overnight or longer .

Reasons for each

juvenile's detainment were identified and presented in
Table IV for compar1son w1th sim1lar data on juveniles
placed in the Home .
Jesness Inventory .

The four sets of Jesness

Inventory scores for Timea I and II were evaluated on
each of the eleven f!Cales by the two- tailed test of
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related means to determine whether changes in scores
from Time I to Time II were significant at the . 05
level, thus testing the null hypothesis .

With the

null hypothesis rejected, a one -tailed probability was
applied to determine the significance of change with
respect to the expected direction.

The mean scores of

the population and variation in scores were computed by
finding the mean and standard deviations for the four
pairs of scores on all eleven scales .

Raw scores for

the Jesness were weighted, tabulated and converted into
standardized T scores with a midpoint of fifty and each
standard deviation equalling ten points .

The norm for

the nondelinquents on whom this test was etandardized
is a T score of fifty, with a range from forty to
sixty.
Individual scale changes for each juvenile were
scrutinized to determine in what areas and in what
direction the most changes occurred .
The mean values on a l l scales for the seven
male entrance scores were computed and examined for
population description .
scores were omitted

d~e

The two female entrance
to 1nsuf ficient N and the les-

ser reliability of the Jesness scales wiLh female pop -
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ulations. 1

These seven scores were compared on each

scale to seven random scores of adolescent males from
a similar group home in a nearby county.

This was done

by computing the means and standard deviations on all
scales for each population, and applying a two-tailed
t-test to determine if differences in scores were significant .
The Asocial Index scores of the six pairs of
juveni les who took the Jesness more than once were
tested for significant difference by comparing first
and last test scores for each youth regardless of the
time span elapsed between the testing .

Again the mean

and standard deviations on each scale were computed for
all subJects ln group I (fir3t-time scores) and all
subjects in group II (last time scores) .

A two-tailed

t-test was then applied to determine if dif i'erences in
scores between

~roup

I anc

~~oup

II were significant.

1There is slightly more difficulty in distingulshing female delinquents from nonctelinquents as thelr different base rate in the gr.neral population presents a
more difficult prediction problem. However, on most
scalts the distribution of scores for the two groups,
male and female, do not dU'fer de:>pite the fact that t'le
scales were developed from a male sample . A separate
discriminate analysis was run for the female sample,
produ::ing a formula of d1l'fcrin3 weights for each sea le
and a smaller constant fa::tor, which resulted ln a pr~ 
diction of about 85% accuracy. Carl F. Jesness, Th~
Jesness Inventory, California Youth Authority, 1953."
p.

21.
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Attitude Questionnaire .

Each of the eight ques-

tions of this questionnaire were analyzed separately to
determine frequency i n each response category and general di rect i on of response of the total sample .

Ques-

t i ons 1 through 3 have five response categories which
were assigned numerical ratings from one to five, with
five representing the most favorable or positive
response .

Questions 4 through 8 were rated on a seven

point scale, with seven being the most positive response .
Whenever applicable, selected scales of the Jesness
were related to questions from the attitude questionnaire, although no attempt was made to show statistical
correlations .
Semantic Differential Scale .

The responses

towards the selected concepts were rated on a seven
point scale with respect to each word .

Seven was the

highest or most favorable response and one was the lowest, or least favorable response towards the concept
being rated .

Since there were six "evaluative" words,

six times seven points, or forty - two was the highest
score obtainabl e on this factor .
for this factor by

d i v~ding

An index was compile !

the total points achieved

by forty - two, the total points obtainable .

As there

were three words each on the activity and potency fac-
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tors, the highest score was three times seven points ,
or twenty-one points .

Thus, an index was computed by

dividing the total number of points obtained by

tot~l

number of points obtainable (twenty- one points) .

In

this way, each index for each factor i s equal to 1 . 00
when the highest score is obtained, allowing us to make
comparisons between raw scores for each of the factors,
evaluative, potency, and activity .
Raw scores for each factor were presented for
each concept rated, ranked in order from highest to
lowest so that the distributions of scores could be
rea dily

~een

(see Tables XI-XIII) .

Scores for the

evaluative and potency factors on "Authority" and the
"Next Door, Inc . " and "Self-concept" were numerically
ranked so that comparisons could be made as to how each
juvenile responded to these .
A rank correlation wa$ run between those concepts
considered most likely to have a significant correlation .

These were "Authority " and the "Next Door, Inc. "

on the potency factor, and "Self-concept" and the "Next
Door, Inc." on the potP.ncy factor .
A great amoun t of data were collected but not
analyzed due to time limitations .

Further analysis

would be useful, particula r l y in connection with an ongoing research.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS
Four separate but related measures were used to
measure attitude change in juveniles placed in the Home
and to determine, indirectly, how well the Home's program was meeting its declared goals .

These measures

also aimed to discover possible factors in the relationships of the Home, youth and community .
The Jesness Inventory was the measure used as a
standardized base of comparison .

An Attitude Question-

naire of a structured, closed-response nature and a
differential word response test, the Semantic Differential, were also administered.

Finally, the juveniles

were interviewed with a set of questions, constructed
from literature indicating them to be of significance,
with open-ended responses.

The findings from these

measures will be reported in that order, preceded by
base data on the juveniles placed in the Home .
During the period of November 15, 1971 through
December 31, 1972, thirty - six youths were placed in
the Next Door, Inc .

Of these juveniles, twenty-two

were males and fourteen females, ranging from ten to
seventeen years of age.

The mean age was 15 . 2 years .
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Table I presents an overall flow chart of all juveniles
in the Home during this period, thei r ages and sex,
reason for referral to the Home, pla cement upon
release, and number of days each Juvenile spent in the
Home.
TABLE I

FLOW CHART OF JUVENILES IN THE NEXT DOOR, INC.,
FROM NOVEMBER 15, 1971 - DECEMBER 31, 1972
Juvenile*

Age

Sex

Reason
for
referral

Placement
upon
Number of
release
days in Home

l.

16

M

0

7

1

2.

13

F

B

4

55

3.

15

M

H

l

1

4.

15

F

B

8

5.

15

M

A

1

2

6.

16

M

E

l

176

7.

16

F

B

2

116

8.

14

F

B

2

116

9.

14

F

D

1

14

10 .

15

M

D

8

11 .

15

M

E

l

114

12.

17

M

B

5

10

13 .

15

F

A

4

69

14 .

15

F

F

3

1

Still in Home

Still in Hane
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TABLE ! --.Continued

Ju venile*

Age

Sex

Reason
for
referral

Placement
upon
release

Number of
days in Home

15 .

13

F

F

3

l

16 .

13

F

F

3

l

17 .

15

M

A,D

2

76

18 .

17

F

(}

l

2

1~ .

16

F

E

5

176

20 .

14

M

D

l

21 .

14

M

D

8

22 .

10

M

E

1

1

23 .

17

M

B

2

26

24 .

14

F

A

1

4

25 .

16

M

D

1

1

26 .

12

M

D

1

1

27 .

17

M

0

2

1

28 .

14

M

F

1

23

29 .

16

M

c

1

1

30 .

13

M

c

1

1

31 .

14

M

D

8

32 .

13

M

l

1

2

33 ,

l':>

F

A

8

l

34 .

15

M

D

t)

,

22

Still i n Home

Still in Hc:::t.\

15
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TABLE ! - -Continued
Reason
for
referral

Placement
upon
release

Number of
days in Home

Juvenile*

Age

Sex

35.

15

F

A

8

Still in Home

36.

13

M

A

2

5

*Juveniles are organized in order of admission .
CODE FOR REFERRAL:
A Run away
B Foster home failed
C Vandalism
D Beyond parental control
E Family problems (inadequate care, marriage
problems, illness)
F

Run away from an institution

G Driving under the influence of alcohol
H Theft
I

Driving without a license

O Unknown
CODE FOR PLACEMENT:
1.

Returned home

2.

Foster home
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3.

Returned to institution

4.

Ran from Next Door, Inc .

5,

Placed i n a group home

6.

Placed with relatives

7.

Unknown

8.

Now in the Home

Mean days in Home

38 . 48

Average deviation

3~ . 60

Standard Deviation -- 51 .76
Table II shows where each child was placed upon
release from the Next Door, Inc .

Almost half (sixteen)

of the juveniles were re tu rned home, one of the goals
the Next Door, Inc . hoped to achieve.

One purpose of

the home was to provide a neutral place for the child
until the situation within the home or between the
child and the parents could be improved .

Six juveniles

were placed in foster care th rough the efforts of a
volunteer foster home fi nding service in Hood River .
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TABLE II
PLACEMENT UPON RELEASE FROM THE NEXT DOOR, INC .
(TOTAL POPULATION - 36)
*See code
below
Males
Females
Total both
sexes
*Code

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

12

4

0

0

1

1

1

3

=

4

2

3

2

0

0

0

3

= 14

16

6

3

2

1

1

1

6

=

22

36

Placements
1.

Returned home

2.

Foster care

3.

Returned to institution

4. Ran from Next Door, Inc .
5.

Placed in group home

6.

Placed with relatives

7.

Unknown (placement information not in
file or file not available at this
time)

8.

Child not yet released

Table III shows the reasons the juveniles came
into contact with the

j~venile

court.

Seven youths

were referred for runninz away from home, six due to

failure of the foster home in which they were living,
and another seven were classified as "beyond parental
control ."

The smallest number {only one referral

each), came to the attention of the court for offenses
such as driving under the influence of a lcohol, driv ing with no l icense, and theft .
TABLE III
REASON FOR REFERRALS - NUMBER
CATEGORIZED BY SEX

*Same code as
for Table I

A B

c

D E

Males

3

2

2

Females

4

4

7

Total both
sexes

F

G

H

I

0

6

3 1

0

1

1

3

0

1

1

3

1

0

0

0

6 2

7

4

4

1

1

l

3

=

36

During the period in which the Next Door, Inc.
was opened, (mid-November, 1971) until this research
was completed (December 31, 1972), forty-eight youths
were detained in the Hood River County Jail
or longer .

Eighteen of these juveniles were from

counties other than Hood R!.ver .
numb~r

overnigh~

Although the exact

of days each juvenile was detained is not avail-

able, it has been determined through court persor.nel
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that most stayed only a few hours or one day, until
parents could be contacted or the Home notified of the
child's coming.

Except for runaways, the reasons for

referral to the County Jail were generally more serious
than reasons for referral t o the attention home .
TABLE IV
JUVENILES DETAINED OVERNIGHT OR LONGER
IN HOOD RIVER COUNTY JAIL
November 15, 1971 - December 31, 1972

Reason for Referral

Number Ret'erred

Runaway

14

Minor in possession

10

Auto theft

6

Violated drug laws

5

Larceny

4

Breaking and entering

3

Drunkenness

2

Protective custody

1

Vandalism

1

Curfew

1

Ungovernable

1

Total

48
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Table V is a bar graph indicating the number of
days the juveniles stayed in the home .

As Table I

showed, the mean number of days was 33 . 48, with a range
from one to one hundred seventy-si x days.

The mean 1s

r ather lar ge but this is accounted for by the eight
Juveniles staying in the Home from fifty-five days to
one hundred seventy- six days.

The average deviation

is 39 .6, which means that on the average, the indivi dual scores deviated from the mean score of 33 . 48 by

39.6 days, indicating that the range for planning i s
quite wide .

About one-third of the juveniles remained

1n the home only overnight, another third less than a
month, and one- third f rom two months to six months .
This shows the variety of needs the home is meeting in
serving both long and short t erm juveniles, and limitations on treatment .
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TABLE V

DAYS IN HOME*

No . of
Ch11dren
12

11
10

9
8
7

6
5
4

3
2
l

Days

l

2-5

10-18

22-26

(3-4

wks)

55-76

114-

176

Wks)

(16

Wks)

(8-11

116

(2,

Wks)

*This does not include the five juveniles net yet
released from the home wr.en the study ended .
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The researchers interviewed eleven juveniles for
additional details that might be of interest .

There

were seven males and four females ranging from fourteen
to seventeen years of age .
a broken home:

Only one youth was not from

seven lived with their mother and step-

father; two with their mother; and one with their
rather and stepmother .
All but two had been in foster homes, three had
been in one foster home, two juveniles in three different homes, one in four homes, and one had been in
five homes.

Of these eleven, only three were placed in

another foster home, one went to a group home, three
are still in the Home, and the rema i ning number {four} ,
were sent to their own homes .
The majority of the parents of these eleven juveniles were blue collar workers, such as dam worker,
lumber mill worker, painter, and mechanic.

One mother

supported her family by fruitpicking, wherea s three
others held service oriented Jobs such as cashier and
waitress .
Jesness Inventory
The main focus of this research was on the sample
set of four juveniles who took the Jesness at Times I
and II.

An increase or decrease in the Asocial Index
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at the .05 level of significance would be sufficient to
reject the null hypothesis that there would be no
change in attitudes of Juveniles under the type of
treatment provided by the Next Door, Inc .
TABLE VI
TWO-TAILED TEST OF S!GNIFICANCE FOR RELATED MEANS
FOR JESNESS SCORES AT TIMES I AND II
(N • 4)
SCALE

X1

X-2

t

Social
Maladjustment

65 . 75

71 . 25

1 . 859

NS

Value
Orientation

59 .75

60 . 75

. 387

NS

Immaturi ty

59 . 00

55 .00

2 . 189

NS

Autis!11

63 .00

65 .00

. 805

NS

Alienation

65 . 00

611 . 50

. 397

NS

Manifest
Aggression

53 . 75

55 . 50

. 504

NS

Withdrawal

53 . 50

58 . 50

.851

NS

Social
Anxiety

51 .25

47 . 25

.876

NS

Re;iression

61 . 06

59 .69

. 041

NS

Den ial

36 .25

38 .75

.829

NS

Asocial
IndeA

61 . 00

71 . 00

3 . 189

.05*

*Significant at the . 025 level of confidence i·or
a one-tail ed test.
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Upon entrance these four juveniles had a mean T
score of 61 . 00 which is one standard deviation above
the normal population for which the norm is 50.

Com-

pared with the nondelinquent sample, these four are in
the eighty- fifth percentile meaning eighty- five per
cent of the nondelinquent population had scores of
61 . 00 or less .

After two months these juveniles scored

at 71.00, two standard deviations above the norm, and
fell in the ninety- eighth percentile of the nondelinquent population .

Table VI indicates that an increase

in the Asocial Index from 61 .00 at Time I to 71.00 at
Time II was found to be significant at the . 05 level .
The probability is one in twenty that this increase
would occur by chance .

However, due to the very small

sample s i ze the score of only one juvenile, who represents twenty-five per cent of the sample, could skew
the results-.

Thus, although the results are signifi -

cant for these four juveniles, they are not yet general izable to outside populations.

A one-tailed t-test

found this ten point increase to be significant, although
borderline, thus rejecting the null hypothesis an3 in dicating that in these four cases, juveniles tended to
adopt more delinquent attitudes as measured by the
Asocial Index.
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However, the t - test takes into consideration the
uncertainties of such a small number ; the chances are
better than ninety-seven out of a hundred that repeated sampling would produce similar results .

A test

reported l ater in this chapter corroborates a shift to
more delinquent proneness, as do some studies elsewhere .

Such a shift is of current concern to gr oup

homes in the State, and is only partially understood.
The Asocial Index was constructed by statistical
analysis which examined each of the ten inventory
scales and then combined them to predict delinquent
behavior.

Asocial i zation measures Social Maladjust-

ment minus the tendencies toward inhibition of antisocial behavior, measured by the remaining scales .

The

Asocial Index is one of the most stable scores on the
test and is the least susceptible to change .

Thi s

leads the researchers to believe that in these four
cases the findings of the research are accurate.

It

should be noted that similar increases in this index
have also occurred in other group homes .
As shown in Table VI, no other scale scores
showed a significant difference from Time I to Time II .
However, it should be noted that the Social Maladjustment score increased six points, a factor which contributed highly to the increase in the Asocial Index
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score since Social Maladjustment is double weighted in
tabulation .

In addition, all scales except two, Autism

and Alienation, were from one to t wo standard devia tions below the Social Maladjustment score of 71 . 25 at
Time II.

This is of importance because the Asocial

Index is dependent upon the relative distance between
Social Maladjustment scores and other scale scores.
Thus, the lower the inhibitory scale scores in relation
to the Social Maladjustment, the higher the Asocial
Index .

Since Social Maladjustment refers to the extent

t o which one "shares attitudes expressed by persons who
show an inability to meet in socially approved ways,
the demands of living," it is possible that youths in
the Home may have adopted attitudes of a delinquent
subculture during their stay .
Higher scores in Value Orientation are related
to a tendency towards nonconforming, rule-violating
behavior, lack of responsibility, and an alienated
attitude towards adults .

There was no significant
l

change in the scores from Time I to Time II but the
score was one standard deviation above the norm for the
nondelinquent population, indicating that these juveniles hold values associated with the lower class culture.
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The Autism scale score for both times was 1.5
standard deviations above the norm, indicating that
these youths are more likely than the normal population
to distort reality accordin6 to their personal desi r es
and needs.

Item content indicates that

the high scoring individual sees
himself as self-sufficient, smart,
good-looking, and tough, while at
the same time he expresses concern
about "hearing things, " feels there
ls something wrong with his mind,
likes to daydream, prefers to be
alone, ls fearful, and expresses
many somatic complaints . The picture is of a most inappropriate
facade of self-adequacy covering a
very insecure person .
The Alienation scale, which measures hostility,
showed similar results, with a T score of 65 .00 .
Again this score is 1 . 5 standard deviations above the
norm of fifty, indicating that there ts an increase
in the presence of "distru st and estrangement in relationships with others, especially with authority

fi~ -

ures . "
Scores on the Immaturity scale were 59 .00 at Time
I and 55 . 00 at Time II, probably a normal variation
rather than a s i gni ficant <:hange .

These scores indi.:ate

that these juveniles differ little from the normal population on this scale, which attempts to measure the
extent to l'lhich the youth fails to display those
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responses, att1tudes, points of v iew and perceptions
which ar e more common to a group younge r than his own .
Item content for this scale indicates that high scoring
juveniles tend to r epress problems and lack insight into
their own and others ' motivat ions, thus prove to be
poor ca ndidates for traditional psychotherapy .
Manifest Aggress1on, which measures aggression
and anger, i s highly scored when the individual is concerned about controlling h1s feelings and i s frustrated
in his efforts to understand and feel comfortable with
h1mself.

Jesness cautions that there is not necessarily

a close relationship between a high score on th1s scale
and angry temper outbursts or hostile/aggressive behavior, since the youth ' s concern over control of his
feelings may lead to overcontrolled behavior .

As a

whole, the composite score of the four juveniles did
not differ significantly from the nondelinquent sample
on the Manifest Aggression scale.
The Social Anxiety score also showed little difference from the norm .

Since high scorers tend to feel

nervous tension and self-consciousness and to see themselves as sensitive to criticism, we can assume from
the mean score of the juveniles sampled that they do
not have these tendencies .
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Withdrawal refers to
. . . a tendency to resolve a lack
of satisfaction with self and others
by passive escape or isolation from
others . The individual who scores
high perceives himself as depressed ,
dissatisfied with himself, sad, misunderstood, and although preferr ing to
be alone, feels lonesome .
The Time II score of 58 . 50 shows that there is a small
tendency for this group as a whole towards withdrawal,
but this score is still within the norm r ange of forty
through sixty.
The Repression scale also borders on the upper
range of the norm, with scores of 61 .06 and 59 . 69 .
"The high- scoring subject does not admit to, or is not
aware of feelings of anger, dislike, or rebellion, and
is generally uncritical of himself and others . ''
Scores on Denial show a negative relationship
with scores on most other scales .

A high score indi-

cates a tendency to
. • • suppress critical judgement and
avoid unpleasant thoughts about interpersonal relationships or in some
instances may be d<:t'ensive about admitting difficulties to others . • . .
A very low score s1,;i;gests the presence
of family conflict and a willingness
to admit to these and other problems .
Thus a low score, such as 38 . 75 found at Time II, would
tend to increase the Asocial Index due to the decreased
inhibiting effect of a decrease ln denial.
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Analysis of Individual Cases .

Increases and

decreases in each scale were analyzed to detennine
whether there were consistent trends in scale changes .
For example, the researchers wished to learn if any
scales, such as Alienation, showed a consistent increase
or decrease for all individuals .

Such information

would indicate that the change in score, indicating a
related change in attitude, was attributable to the
Home's program rather than to individual differences.
Table VII provides Time I and Time II scores on the
eleven Jesness scales for the sample of N = 4, two
females and two males .

Direction of change in scores

of each scale is i ndi ca ted by an "F" (favorable) or

"U'' {unfavorable) in a column to the right of each pair
of scores.

Six points wa s chosen as the cutting point

for "considerable increa se."

Any score change less

than six points was taken to be of negligible importance.

TABLE VII
T SCORES FROM TIME I TO TIME II ON ALL
JESNESS SCALES FOR N : 4

SCALES*

X1

SM
VO
IMM
AU
AL

56
59
82
59
63
47
61
60
77
35
54

MA

WD
SA
REP
DEN
AI

Female
DirecX2 t1on**

~
74

62
63
49
79
57
74
32
71

u
F

F

u

N
u
u
F
F

u
u

X1

Female
Di recX2 t1on

' 76
61
48
68
66
62
67
60

46
64
62
55
76
64

u
u

72

74

u

j~

§~

~~

F

F
F
F
F

F

F

F

X1
64
56
56
63
66
55
47
37
38
32
58

Male
Dlrec X2 t1on
.

70
63
50
64
66
57
50
37
44
32
67

u
u
F

u

N

u
u
N

u

N

u

Male

X1

X2

67
63
50
62
65
51
39
48
50
40
60

77
66
50
70
67
61
29
31
44
51
72

Di rect1on

u
u
N
u
u
u
F

F
F
F

u

*Categor1e~ are explained 1n Table VIII
**F • Favorable
U = Unfavorable
N • No change

0\

'°
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Case #1 (female)
This individual's scores increased considerably
in the Social Maladjustment and Withdrawal Scales,
while there was a considerable decrease in Immaturity.
The remainder of the scales did not change a great deal.
The Asocial Index increased seventeen points showing a
rise from the sixty-sixth percentile to the ninetyeighth percentile of the nondelinquent sample.

This

means that at T1 sixty-six per cent of the nondelinquent population had scores lower than this individual.

Case #2 (female)
In this case there was a considerable increase
only in the Withdrawal score, and a considerable decrease in Manifest Aggression and Repression.

There

was no significant change in the Asocial Index probably
due to the negligible change in Social Maladjustment.
The Asocial Index falls in the ninety- ninth percentile
of the delinquent population meaning that this girl is
within the top one per cent of the delinquent population, highly delinquent in attitudes.
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Case #3 (male)
This ind1v1dual showed a considerable increase in
Social Maladjustment, Value Orientation, and Repression.

The only index 1n which there was a considerable

decrease was found 1n the Immaturity Scale .

As in

Case #1, the Asocial Index increased, showing a nine
point increase to almost two standard deviations above
the norm .

Thie ts an increase from the eightieth per-

centile of the nondelinquent population to the ninetyeighth percentile .
Case #4 (male}
This case had the largest variance in both d1rect1ons between scores.

There were large increases in

Social Maladjustment, Autism, Manifest Aggression, and
Denial and large decreases in Withdrawal, Social
Anxiety, and Repression.

The Asocial Index increased

considerably but no more than in Case #3.

The percen-

tile i n this case changed from the eighty-fifth to the
ninety-ninth percentile.
~he

only individual whose score did not increase

on the Social Maladjustment Scale also d id not increase
on the Asocial Index.

This is probably due to the fact

that the Social Maladjustment scale is the most signif-
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leant in changing the Asocial Index score.

Since in-

creases and decreases in the other scale scores were
not consistent there seems to be no general trend 1n
attitude change .

Thi s suggests that changes were due

to individual differences in the juveniles rather than
due to the effect of the group home program .
Seven Male Entrance Scores .

Table VIII shows the

Composite profile of the seven males who took the
J esness upon entrance into the attention home.

As

shown by the profile all of the individual scales as
well as the Asocial Index are within one standard deviation of the normal range .

The Asocial Index fall s

at the eighty-fifth percentile of the nondelinquent
population .

There was no significant diffe rence in t he

Asocial Index score of the population N • 4, for whom
the score wa s sixty- one, and the mean entrance score
for these seven males which was sixty.

TABLE VIII
COMPOSITE JESNESS SCORES OF SEVEN MALES
AT ENTRY TO NEXT DOOR, INC.
SM

..

VO

lrnm

Au

Al

MA

Wd

'

J

•

s

'

1
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A t wo-tailed test of s i gnificance was applied to
the scores of the same seven males in Table VIII and to
seven random males chosen from a similar group home
located i n Salem .

Table IX presents the results .
TABLE IX

TWO-TAILED TEST OF SIGNIFICANT DI FFERENCE FOR
JESNESS ENTRANCE SCORES FROM THE
NEXT DOOR, INC . , AND MIDVALLEY
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
(N

SCALE

= 7)

Si gni ficance

NEXT DOOR

MIDVALLEY

Social
Maladjustment

x = 59 . 57
s = 9 .81

55 .29
x = 12
.12

.727 NS

Value
Orientation

x = 50 . ~1

x = 48 .86

.297 NS

Immaturity
Autism
Alienation
Manifest
Aggression
Withdrawal
Social
Anxiety

s = 9, 7
x = 48 .85
s = 11 .13
57 .00
xs =: 10.50

x = 55.86
s = 12 .73
x = 4i .29
s = .66
x = 49.29
s = 8 .86
y: = 4a .oo
s = . 37

s=

t

s = 13 .29
x = 46 .29 . 398 NS
s = 12 .98
NS
x = 50 .00 1 .21
s = 9 .49
x = 51.86 ,594 NS
s = 10 .49
x = 46 .29 .211 NS
s = 7 .74
x = 48 .00 .236 NS
s = 9 .96
xs -= 43 .71 . 170 NS
5.95
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TABLE IX--Cont1nued

SCALE
Repression

S1gn1f1cance

NEXT DOOR

MID VALLEY

x = 49 .86
s = 11 .12

x

46.86
s =
11
= .19

.466 NS

t

Denial

x = 43.§7

s = 11 . 9

x 46.86
s =
= 8.03

.561 NS

Asocial
Index

x = 60 .00

x = 60 . 57

.103 NS

s = 8 .57

s = 10-53

X = Mean.

s = Estimated standard deviation for the population.

None of the scores between the two groups differed significantly, thus showing that these juveniles in the
Next Door, Inc. have attitudes that are similar to the
Salem group.

In both cases the Asocial Index centered

around 60.00 and all the scores fell within one standard deviation of the mean .
Table X includes the first and last scores of the
six juveniles taking the Jesness at least twice, regardless of the time span between testing .

This provides a

rough index, but the best available at this point, of
changes taking place over different time periods.

For

one subject scores from Time II and T1me III were used;
for another, scores from Time I and Time III were used ;
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for a third, Times IV and V were used.

For the remain-

ing three Juveniles Times I and II were used .
TABLE X
TWO-TAILED TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE FOR RELATED MEANS
COMPARING FIRST AND LAST SCORES
(ASOCIAL INDEX)
N =6
t
A: social

Index

62 . 50

75 . 00

.02*

*Significant at the . 01 level for a one-tailed
test .
Here again the Asocialization score increased from
62 . 50 to 75 .00 at the . 02 significance level indicating
an increase in delinquent attitudes.

A score of 75.00

is in the ninety-ninth percentile of the nondelinquent
population .

The probability that other samples would

show improvement in delinquency proneness is less than
one chance 1n a hundred.

It is probable that in ninety-

eight out of a hundred samples deterioration would occur .
Attitude Questionnaire
1.

Real friends are hard to find where I live.
This question aimed to find out 1f Juveniles 1n

the group home had difficulties in forming peer rela-
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tionships, or at least perceived themselves as having
trouble making friends they could trust .

If this were

the case, a group home shared by peers with s imilar
problems in which opportunity and encouragement were
provided for relationship building, should have a beneficial effect.

The mode of responses was generally

posi tive, with six answering Very untrue or Untrue.
Four felt that this was true or very true, while one
was undecided.

5
4
3
2

l

l
Very
true

2

True

3
Undecided
Scores

4
Untrue

5
Very
untrue

FIGURE 1
FRIENDS
2.

Some people in my town "get by wlth murder" while
others take the rap for doing any little thing
wrong .
This question aimed at uncovering the youth's

underlying attitude towards the fairness of the commun-
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l ty and of author ity figures in gener a l.

A basi cally

negative response such as Very true or True , may indicate that the youth ' s past associa t i ons with authority
have led hi m to see it as unfair, domineeri ng and not
to be trusted .
The scores ranged from one to five , with the
largest number of responses (five) undecided .

Four

Juveniles felt this was basically true, and two felt
that i t was untrue .

5
4

3
2
1
1

Very
true

2

True

3
Undecided
Scores

Untrue

5
Very
untrue

FIGURE 2
FAIRNESS

3.

'
People are not concerned about what kids do as long
as they keep out of trouble .

The youth's self-concept (feelings of "nobody
cares about me") and possible past negative community/
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authority experi ences were the focus of exploration
here .

Do these youths feel others are concerned about

them?
The largest number (five) felt that people were
concerned about them.

Only one juvenile felt this

statement was very true, and two that it was true.
Three juveniles were undecided, and no one gave a
Very untrue response.

5

4
3
2
l

Very
true

2
True

3
Undecided
Scores

Untrue

5
Very
untrue

FIGURE 3
COMMUNITY/AUTHORITY
Questions 4 through 8 were rated on a seven interval continuum with one (1) the lowest possible score
and seven (7) the highest possible score .

4.

How do you feel about the community's (schools,
court, police, neighbors, etc.) concern and interest
for you?
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Responses were placed on a continuum on wh1ch "Very
concerned" (7) was the most positive response and "Not
concerned" (1) was the most negative response .
The responses ranged from one through seven.

One

youth felt the community was very concerned, whereas
two felt it was not concerned.

Responses 5 through 7

were taken as positive responses; tour fell into this
category.

Three juveniles gave an uncommitted response

and four felt the community was not concerned .

3
2
l

l

Unconcerned

2

..

A

I

3 4
5
Scores

6

7

Concerned

FIGURE 4
COMMUNITY CONCERN

5.

Have you learned anything while being here (about
yourself, others, etc.)?
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5
4

3
2
1

Nothing

I
1

2

ff
4

3

5

6

Scores

7

A great deal

FIGURE 5
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
*Two subjects did not respond to this questi on
due to changes made in the questionnaire.
This question aimed to learn if the juveniles
perceived thei r experience in the home as a learning or
educational experience for them .

Responses to t his

question were the most positive of any of the questions, with three answering in the #7 category, "A
great deal . "

Six youths answered positively; only one

youth felt indifferent end two youths answered in the
most negative category, "Nothing . "

6.

Are you happy with the way you are as a person?
Response categories ranged on a continuum from

Very happy (7) to Very unhappy (1) .

Thia question was

a perception check on the youth's feelings about his
self-concept or satisfaction with his self- image.
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7

6

><
u

M

~

5
4

3

ir.

2

l
Very unhappy

l

4
3
5
Scores

2

6

7

Very happy

FIGURE 6
SELF-CONCEPT
No one answered in the negative category, whereas four
youths were ambivalent in their response .

Seven youths

answered that they were happy or very happy with themselves.

In comparing individual scores from question

6 to question 5, it was shown that those who said they
had learned very much in the group home program also
felt very happy about themselves .
scores matched evenly.

In most cases t he

In the two cases in which sub-

jects reported they had learned "nothing" while at the
Home, they rated their happiness about themselves as a
person at 4, the middle category .

7 . Are the houseparents reasonable in their expectations and rules for you?

5
~
~

g
~
~

4
3
2
1

r
1

Unreasonable

2

3

4

5

6

Scores

7
Reasonable

FIGURE 7
HOUSEPARENTS

The responses were heavily skewed in a positive
direction and no one was very dissatisfied with the
houseparents ' expectations and rules.

All but three

respondents answered favorable, with five indicating
that rules and expectations were very reasonable.

None

thought these were very unreasonable (#1 or #2
response); only one youth felt they were somewhat unreasonable (#3 response) .

8.

How well do you feel you get along with most of the
kids here?
Here again quality of peer relationshi ps and the

child's sense of belonging to the group was the focus
of exploration.

8~

5
E')

4

I

3
2

1

Not at all,.

1

2

3
4
5
Scores

6

7 Very well

FIGURE 8
PEER RELATIONSHIPS

Five youths felt that they got along well w1th their
peers at the attention home, whereas one youth felt he
did not .

Five youths felt that they got along with

their peers neither very well nor ve;-y badly.
These scores tended to be higher and 1n a more
positive direction than the scores from question 1,
indicating that the youths got along with their peers
in the Home better than they did in the community.

A

case by case analysis of responses to the two questions
supports this finding in all but two cases .

The dif-

ference may reflect the influence of the attention
home in providing a feeling of belonging to a group .
The Semantic Differential
This test is a means of objectifying the subjects' reactions to words as symbols of their relation-
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ships to authority, to themselves and to their experience in the Home .
index

repre~enting

Raw scores were converted to an
the proportion of maximum scores

possible for an individual.

The possible range is

from .00 to 1 .00, on various indices.

The evaluative

index refers to the subject's evaluation of hi s relationship:

the potency index gets at the influence of

a relationship on the subject .

The activity index is

a way of getting at the subject's modal behavi or-whether typically passive or active, as this might
influence the other indices.
Table XI shows the relationship of scores on the
indices, ranked separately from highest to lowest.
TABLE XI
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE SCORES
FOR THE NEXT DOOR, INC.
Evaluative

.857
.821
.809
. 785
.785
.785
.714
. 524
. 500
.476
. 285

1.000
.834
.809
,778
.761
,761
.667
.619
.619
.429
.429

Z.X:7.34~

x

=

Potency

.66

iJ(

= 7 .705

x=

.700

Activity

.851
.761
.761
. 761
.722
.714
.714
.667
.619
. 571
. 571
t.X = 7.712

x=

.701
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The range was from .285 to l.00, with me.ans centered around .70 .

Taking . 50 as a middle score, only

two of those taking the test evaluated the Home or
reacted to authority below this standard.

No one

tended to be on the passive side of reactive behavior.
Attitudes to the Home and to authority tended to be
well on the positive side, but not "enthusiastic."
Table XII presents the scored ratings on the concept "Authori ty . "

Scores range from .285 to . 928, with

a mean centering about .60 .
TABLE XII
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE SCORES
FOR AUTHORITY
Evaluative

Potency

Activity

.928
. 821
.786
.714
.690
.678
. 607
. 517
. 500
.285
. 285

,904
. 761
.761
.722
.714
.667
.524
.517
.429
. 429
.285

.809
.761
.761
.714
. 666
.611
.524
• 517
. 500
. 476
.285

:£X = 6.812

i:X = 6 .712

1'.X = 6.623

x

::

.619

x

=

. 610

x=

.602
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The results of this test are in keeping with
other material in these areas, and together possibly
reflect that the adolescents react to their present
situation in the Home more positively than one might
expect from their underlying predispositions .
TABLE XIII
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE SCORES
FOR SELF-CONCEPT
Evaluative

.821
.786
.714
.678
.690
.666
.666
.643
.607
. 595
.143
~x

x

= 7.010
= .637

Potency

Activity

.952
.944
.714
.666
.619
.611
.571
. 571
. 571

1 .000
. 889
.809
. 714
.666
.666
.627
· ~71

. 52~

• 64
.428
. 334

= 7 ,176
= .652

z:x = 7 .168
x = .651

.42
.£X

x

The range of scores for this scale was .143 to

1.00.

The means centered around .65.

Most subjects'

evaluations of their self-concept were above the middle score of ,50, indicating that they valued themselves more than felt they were somewhat useless or
worthless .

The majority also felt themselves to be
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potent or influential, as well as generally active
individuals.

With a few exceptions, then, these Juve-

niles appear to possess average and basically healthy
self- concepts .
TABLE XIV
RAW SCORES CONVERTED INTO RANK SCORES
ON SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE

JUVE-

NILE

NEXT DOOR
Evalu- Poative
tency

10
3
7
1
9

A
B

c

D
E
F

2

5,5
5.5

G

H
I

4

11
8

J
K

11
5.5
8.5
l

8.5
5.5
3
2
4

10
7

AUTHORITY
Evalu- Poat1ve
tency

11
l
8
6
2
7
4
3
5
10
8

11
5
7

SELF
EValu- Poat1ve
tency

10
4
7

l

l

4

9
5
3
2
6
11
9

10
2.5
2 .5
6
9
8

11
10
6
1.5
4

1.5
5
3
7
8
9

The scores for each individual on the evqluative
and potency factors on all three concepts were ranked
in order to determine if there were any correlations
between scores on any two concepts.

The rank correla-

tion between the Next Door, Inc. and Authority on the
potency factor ls .89, a significant and very high correlation.

This indicates a high association between
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the way the Juveniles perceive the potency (influence and powerfulness) of the Next Door, Inc., and
their underlying attitude towards authority .

Thus we

can assume that if a child enters the Home with a hostile attitude towards authority, this will affect his
perception of the Home.
A railk correlation was also run between the Next
Door, Inc. and Self-concept on the potency factor .

A

correlation of . 64 was found, showing only a moderate
relationship.

Thus, the juvenile's perception of his

own ability to be effective and influential with others
has a significant but not very close relationship to
his perception of the effectiveness and influence of
the Next Door, Inc.
In comparing the potency factor scores of each
individual to his scores on question 5, "Have you learned
anything while being here? " it was found that those who
felt the Home was very influential in their lives also
felt they had learned a great deal, and vice versa.
Subjective Interview Responses
The researchers asked each juvenile interviewed
why he believed he was placed in the Home and to explain
what kind of kids the Next Door, Inc. was designed for.
They were also asked how outsiders viewed the Next
Door, Inc .

With these questions the researchers hoped
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to discover whether these juveniles and the surrounding
community viewed them as delinquents and to see if they
viewed placement in the Home as punishment or as a way
to receive help.
All of the interviewees said the Home was designed for kids with family problems and none mentioned
explicitly it was for delinquents .

Two comments follow,

one f rom a male and one from a female, which are representative of answers to the question concerning the
types of kids placed in the Home.
It ' s more for kids with family problems
rather than for delinquents .
Three are here because things are messed
up at home . One has personal problems.
One was booted out of every school and
one is here for runaway. It ' s set up for
people with personal problems but not
enough to be in McClaren.
There were a variety of answers to the question
of how others outsi de the Home see the Next Door, Inc.
Kids on the cuts see it as a temporary
place to stay .
The neighborhood really doesn ' t know
about the Home . I have friends around
the town and they all think this is a
really n~ce place .
The kids think it ' s a far out place,
inost parents like it too but one said
it was a place for hoodlums and he
~~uldn't let his dauGhter go out with
me.
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Kids
here
Some
feel

i n the community wish they were
because we have more freedom.
parents complain because they
we have too much freedom .

Another series of questions were aimed at uncovering the Juveniles• feelings about how they are
t r eated at the Next Door, Inc.

All feelings given wer e

positive, except in one instance, and the word "fair"
came up time and time again.
There is no basis to complain, everything
is fair and everyone is treated the same.
Dick and Holly (houseparents) are more like
parents than my real ones .
Dick is good at helping with personal
problems, he gets at you in a round about
way.
People here are nice to be with and they
don't put you down.
One boy f elt more negative than the others and he said,
" t he houseparents only talk to you when you 1 re in t r ouble . "

It i s of interest that his responses to the

attitude questionnaire were also generally negative .
When asked what the Juveniles would change if
they were running the home, they had trouble thinking
of a response .

Most of them said they wouldn't change

a nything but when pressed, some added they might change
some of the rules such as having to stay home three
nights a week, having to eat meals every night during
the week , and changing the curfew.
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I wouldn't change anything . Dick and
Holly make mistakes but they apologize
afterwards . We can spend nights with
friends, it's no different here really,
all parents make you come in.
In another question the researchers asked what
the juveniles had learned from being in the Home and if
they would recommend the Next Door, Inc . to a friend if
their friend needed help.

The responses are so varied

that each juvenile's answers are given below.
1.

I'm getting what I want, there's a
good school here so I'm satisfied .
It depends
whether or
I would if
are having

2.

on the situation as to
not I'd send a friend .
they needed a school or
home problems .

People are helpful, everyone tells
each other problems and tries to
help one another. I didn't have
any problems so didn' t need to be
helped .
It teaches you how to get along with
people different from you.

3.

You learn to know people better here
than you do in other places.

4. Kids get all the help they need.
Some resent discipline but they
need it.

I can work out problems alone but I
have learned to handle responsibility
better and to create in harmony with
others . Before I would punch someone in the mouth rather than try to
settle it by talking .

5. It helped with everything, my temper
ls better, I 'm a better dresser now.
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6.

It's no help except I don't have to
see my stepfather. I didn't learn
anything.

7.

I'm learning to work things out with
others by talking .

8 . I learned how I act and I act dif-

ferently in Hood River. I've been
taking less drugs because I don't
get any kicks from them anymore.

There were no questions on the group meetings specifically although some of the Juveniles commented on
them:
Group meetings aren't so good because
no one wants to open up. I don't like
to talk about problems in group because all the kids aren ' t the type
you'd discuss things with.
I don't feel they are so good because
we're forced to go to them. The kids
close up and get defensive . I took
psychology in school so I ' m used to
things like this . The others aren't
and they don't trust each other yet.
For those Juveniles who had been in foster homes
previous to going to the Next Door, Inc . , the researchers asked which they liked the best and why.

They all

said they would rather be in the Next Door, Inc.
I left the foster home because I was
always having to babysit . I want to
live at home but mother has to settle
down.
This is better than a foster home because
foster parents are older and there is
less contact.
You're a slave in a foster home.
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Th1s chapter p r esented the f1nd1ngs on the ma1n
variables of this study as measured by the four instru ments of data collection.

The next chapter presentR

suggested implications of this data and recommendations
for the program of the Next Door, Inc.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
1.

The findings of the Jesness Inventory indicate that

seventy-three per cent of the Juveniles who partici pated in the research received an Asocial Index score
of 60 .00 or higher, thus indicating that they possess
attitudes somewhat more delinquent prone t han the average nondelinquent Juvenile.

Although these Juveniles

are within the normal range for their age, t hey are
more del i nquent prone than reasons
might suggest .

~or

thei r referral

They also have more seri ous social and

psychological problems than appear on the surface .
However, their attitudes have not influenced
their behavior to the extent that they have commi tted
seri ous violations of the law, thus diversion from the
judicial process and from confinement in a county Jail
seems an appropriate goal which the Home is a means of
achieving .

This approach avoids the negative effects

of isolation from the community agencies.

As an alter-

native to detention in the county jail, and as a neutral home for youth in times of family crises, the Home
has potential as a valuable and viable resource for the
community, and, our study shows, for the juvenile.
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2.

All juveniles in the Time I and II comparisons held

significantly more delinquent attitudes after a stay in
the Home of two months.

Asocial Index scores at Time

II averaged at 71 . 00, two standard deviations above the
norm for the nondelinquent population.

The research

did not uncover the reasons for this .

In view of the

positive reactions to the Home, the factors probably do
not lie with any part of the program or relationships,

except insofar as effort to discover the reasons for
this increase and to treat them have been missing.
Further research is necessary to determine if this
trend will cont inue.

The research team recommends that

the Jesness Inventory continue to be given to all
youths at entry to the Home and again at some specified
time period.

3.

If the trend towards an increase in the Asocial

Index is found to continue, this indicates that the
juveniles' attitudes are changing towards those of a
delinquent subculture.

Although rurther research is

needed to determine the factors contributing to the
youths' regression with respect to delinquency proneness and social adjustment, the researchers found that
in all cases 1n which the Asocial Index increased, the
Social Maladjustment score also increased considerably.
The Social Maladjustment score, which refers to
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• • • a set of attitudes associated
with unfulfilled needs, as defined
by the extent to which an individual
shares the attitudes of persons who
demonstrate inability to meet, in
socially approved ways, the demands
of their environment • .
is double-weighted in tabulation and has a sizable influence on the direction of change in the Asocial
Index score .

An implication of this finding is that

these Juveniles need help in developing values among
themselves that are nondelinquent .

This can be done by

means of a closer peer/staff relationship and by a
therapeutic milieu in which positive, nondelinquent
values and attitudes are highly respected and modeled.
Another means to achieve this end is through group
meetings and activities in which a "group conscience"
is encouraged to develop.
4.

While continuing study is indicated, the data we

have is consistent, has known statistical s i gnificance
and can be used as a firm but tentative basis of program development and individual treatment.

Mean scores

for each scale of the Jesness can form a basis for
developing the direction of programs .

Standard devia-

tions indicate how much flexibility in a program is
indicated.

In most cases, the higher the standard de-

viation, the more individual differences should be
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considered .

Scale scores indicate how much attention

or emphasis is warranted with respect to a given fac tor.

High scores for all scales, except that of the

scale Denial, indicate that special
in that area.

atten~ion

is needed

The probabilities, the t ratios and the

statistical significance at given levels indicate how
closely two elements are related, and are tests of
assumptions about the program.

5.

The range of adjustments as shown by the standard

deviations, on the Jesness scales, is so wide that the
program must be pitched to individual needs as well as
to the common level of the group, and subgroups .

6.

To aid in the task of evaluation of the Juvenile's

needs, the researchers suggest that the Jesness Inventory be used for diagnostic and program purposes.

The

Jesness Inventory is a sound instrument for diagnosis
and program control.

It correlates well with the other

instruments used, and has the added advantage of standardizat 1on and comparability with studies elsewhere.
I t not employed in this way its categories and those

of the Attitude Questionnaire and the Semantic Differential would be helpful guides in interviewing.

These

can aid in identifying areas of con£lict for the child,
as well as his strong and weak points, which could
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increase the houseparents ' and court personnel's understanding of the child's difficulties and needs ,

7,

The findings of the Attitude Questionnaire suggest

that the largest number of Juveniles feel most positive
about the Home itself and generally positive or in the
middle range about their relationships with their peers
and about themselves.

This indicates that these Juve-

niles generally have close peer relationships and are
very likely to be influenced strongly by their peers in
their attitudes a nd values.

Attitudes toward community

and authority were more negative than positive, suggesti ng that these youths' perceptions of authority figures
may be influenced by past negative, hostile or unfair
experiences, whether with parents or other authority
figures.

Scores on the Alienation Scale of the Jes-

ness, 1.5 standard deviations above the norm mean on
the average, confirm this finding.

This does not tell

us if the youth's perceptions of his

experience~

with

authority are reality-based or due to a psychological
predisposition within the individual .

In either case,

it may be a factor on which the treatment program could
focus either through group discussions on feelings and
attitudes toward authority, i.e., rules, police, parents ; or ·in individual counselling sessions.
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8.

From interviews with the youth, the researchers

learned that they see the Home as a good learning experience, fair, reasonable and caring .

Re l ations w!.th

houseparents are good, satisfying, helpful, and real .
~·

According to the youth, the Home is well accepted

by their peers, but not well ur:derstood or kr.cwn ty the
adult commur.ity .
10 .

Many youth expressed dissatisfaction with the

group meetings .

Group sessions calling upon them to

reveal themsclveB or their problems should be used with
care .

Many are threatened by an in-depth treatment

oriented group and care should be taken in selecting
such a group and post-relP.ase consequences neea to be
considered .

A group in which problems of everyday liv-

ing are aired and discussed can be helpful to the youth
and a useful tool in a residential setting .
11 .

In collecting oackground data on these youth, it

became obvious that a great many came from

h~~es

in

which adequate care was not available to the juveniles .
Ten of the eleven Juveniles interviewed came from broken homes and nine juveniles had been placed in a i'oster home .

In such cases a sr,able family life experience
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and provision of a healthy marriage model can prove to
be the most effective correction for these deficien cies.

The structure of the group home is such that

these experiences are naturally provided.
12 .

The daily cont act and shared experiences between

youth and houseparents give the houseparents a more
i ntimate knowledge and awareness of the child's needs .
However, the potential seriousness and vari ety of problems of the Juveniles warrant a well qualified staff
a nd t r eatment, not just service orient ation .
13 .

Since admissions seemed to be restri cted by the

capacity of the Home, expansion of the program might be
considered.

An additional program designed as an

a l ternative to foster care might be used i il selected
c ircumstances, such as when a juvenil e is not ready for
placement with a foster family or when hts family circumstances are such that it is best that he not return
home .

Such an alternative would be especially appro-

priate in view of the present lack of foster homes in
Hood River .
14.

Base line data indicates that two rather distinct

fUnctions of the Home should be recognized:
she lter, a nd residential shelter .

overnight

It is not clear from

the study what differentiations are indicated, or hew
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much one interferes with the other.

The researchers

feel that at this point it would only be speculation to
enumerate possible factors.
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APPENDIX A
ADMISSION CRITERIA FOR YOUTH HOMES IN
HOOD RIVER AND WASCO COUNTIES
I.

Circumstances in which a youth will be considered
for placement .

A.

Youth's General Situation
1. Youth is neglected or abused .
2 . Youth ' s parents are absent or ill .
3. Youth and parents or foster parents are in
conflict.
4. Youth is awaiting placement by the Court or
Children's Services Division .
5,
Youth has committed a delinquent act and is
(The
also found to have an important problem as
Dalles)
li sted in Nos. 1, 2 and 3 above .
(Hood
5, Youth has committed a delinquent act but is
not felt to be dangerous to himself or the
Ri ver)
community.

B.

Yoµ th ' s

1.
2.

3.
4.
II.

Attitude
Youth amenable to receiving help.
Youth willing to accept placement in the
home as an alternative.
Youth willing not to run away and keep the
house rules .
Youth agrees to attend school or maintain
employment .

Circumstances in which a youth will not be considered for placement.

A.

(The
Dalles)

Youth's General Situation
1. Youth who seeks some advantage over his
parents and by so doing would make improper
use of the home .
2 . A parent who seeks to use the home as a
punishment or threat for the youth .
3 , Youth who has committed some offense out is
not experiencing marked conflic t or crisis
in the ho.~e.
4 . Youth is psychotic or ls a pyromaniac or
sexually deviant .
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B.

Note;

Youth ' s Attitude
1. Youth does not want help .
2. Youth is not willing to voluntarily aceept
the home as a planning alternative.
3 . Youth will make no commitment not to run
away or keep the house rules.
4. Youth refuses to attend school or maintain
employment.
5. Youth who will make no effort to improve
his behavior.
6 . Youth who acts out violently .
1.

The Dalles accepts youths of both sexes 12
through 17 years of age for a period not
generally to exceed 30 days.

2.

Hood River accepts youths of both sexes 10
through 18 years of age for a period which
may el(ceed 30 days and become long term care..
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The Next Door, Inc.
1029 May Street
Hood River, Oregon
Dear Sir:
I would like to request that you accept me for
placement in The Next Door instead of being de t ained
in some other place.

If you accept me in the home, I agree not to run
away, and I also agree t o obey all the rules of The
Next Door as set f orth on the attached sheet as well
as the requests and orders of the people operating the
home.
Very truly yours,

Da t e
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STAFFING SHEET

Houseparent Check List
(circle one)
Poor
House behavior
School behavior
Community behavior
Handles privileges
Relates to houseparents
Relates to peers
Organizes self
Follows through
General attitude
Self concept
l'lnot1onal stability
Privilege status:

Notes and Comments :

Staffing plan:

1

2

l
l
1

2
2
2

l

2

1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

3

3
3
3
3
3

Excellent
4
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

5
5
5
5

5
5
5

5
5
5

APPENDIX B
THE JESNESS INVENTORY
ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE l - SqCIAL MALADJUSTMENT
Item
No .

-

1-.

Scored
Direction
T

3.
4,

T
T

5.

F

6.

7.

T
F

9.
13.

F
F

14 .

T

18.

F

22 .

T

26.

T

27 .
30 .

T
T

32 .

T

35 .
41 .
45 .

T
T
F

48 .

F

51 .

T

53·

T

54 .

T

When you're in trouble , it ' s best t .o
keep quiet about it .
I get into a lot of fights .
I worry too much about doing the right
things .
I always like to hang around with the
same bunch of friends .
I am smarter than most boys I know .
I t makes me mad that some crooks get
off free.
Most police will try to help you.
A person never knows when he will get
mad, or have trouble .
If t he police don't like you, they will
try to ge t you for anything .
People always seem to favor Cl certain
boy or girl ahead of the others .
A person like me fights first and asks
questions later .
I f I could, I'd just as soon qui t
school right now .
Sometimes it 's fun to steal something.
Women seem more friendly and happy than
men .
Pol ice stick their noses into a lot of
things that are none of their business .
I hardly ever get a fair break .
A lot of strange things happen to me .
It would be .fun to work in a carniv.al
or playland .
Sometimes people treat grown boys and
girls like they were babies .
If someone in your family gets into
trouble it's better for you to stick
together than to tell the police.
It always seems like something bad hap pens when I try to be good.
Most men are bossy and mean .
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SOCIAL MALADJUSTMENT (Cont ' d)
Item
No .

Scored
Dir ec t ion

56 .

T

58.

T

64 .
67 .
70 .

T
T
T

71.

T

72 .

T

74 .

T

76 .
78 .

T
F

79 .

F

81 .

T

82

85 .

T
T

90 .

T

1 03.

F

108 .

T
F
T

110 .
111.

122 .

T
T
T
T

113 .
118 .

121.
124 .

T

126 .

T

128 ·

T
T

129 .

It seems like wherever I am I'd rathe r
be somewhere else.
I think that someone who is fourteen
years old is old enough to smoke.
Police usually treat you dirty .
I often feel lonesome and sad .
A lot of times I do things that my
folks tell me I shouldn't do .
It ' s fun to get the police to chase
you .

A lot of people say bad things about me

behind my back .
It seems like people keep expecting me
to get into some k i nd of trouble .
Other people are happier than I am .
I really don ' t have very many problems
to worry about .
Being called a sissy is about the worst
thing I know .
I f a bunch of you are in trouble, you
should stick together on a story .
I have a lot of headaches .
I would rather be alone than with
others .
Policemen and Judges will tell you one
thing and do another .
Parents are always nagging and picking
on your.g people .
My life at home is always happy .
A lot of women seem bossy and mean .
Nobody seems to understand me or how I
f eel .
I am always kind .
I don't mind lying if I ' m in trouble .
I wo~ry most of the time.
If you ' re not in with the gang, you may
be in for so~e real trouble .
My mind is full of bad thoughts.
Sometimes when my folks tell me not to
do something, I go ahead and do it anyway .
I hardly ever feel excited or thrilled .
When something bad happens, I almost
always blame myself instead of the
other person.
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SOCIAL MALADJUSTMENT (Cont ' d)
I tem
No.

Scored
Direction

130 .

T

132 .

F

135.

T

136 .
137.

T

140 .
141.

T
F

146 .

T
T

149 .
1)1 .
153.

T
T
F
T

155 .

T

147 .
150 .

T

The people who run things are usua lly
against me .
Most people who ac t so perfect are just
putting on a big front .
I think my mother should be stricter
than she is about a lot of things .
I like to read and study .
I feel alone even when there are other
people around me .
I often have trouble getting my breath .
I worry about how well I'm doing i n
school .
I am nervous.
Stealing isn't so bad if it 's from a
rich person .
Things don't seem real to me .
I am a f raid or the dark .
Families argue too much .
I think there is something wrong with
my mind .
When I get into trouble, it's usually
my own fault .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 2 - VALUE ORIENTATION

5.

9.

T
F

12.

T

20 .
23 .

T
T

24 .

T

28 .

T

29 .

T

30 .

T

32 .

T

I always like to hang around with the
same bunch of friends .
Most police will try to help you .
Most people will cheat a little in
order to make some money.
Most police are pretty dumb .
I have ve ry st range and runny thoughts
in my mind .
It ' s hard to have fun unless you're
with your buddies .
I notice my heart bea ts very fast when
people keep asking me questions .
When I get really mad, I'll do just
abou t anything .
Women seem more friendly and happy than
men.
Police stick their noses into a lot of'
things that are none of their business .
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VALUE ORIENTATION (Cont ' d)
Item
No .

Scored
Direction

40.

T

51 .

47 .

T
T

53.

T

54 .

T
T

56.

65 .

T

69 .
70 .

T

74.

T

77 .

T

81.

T

82.

90.

T
T

91.

T

98.

T

99.
103 .

T
T

107.

T

111 .

T

118 .

133.

T
T
T
T

143.

T

144.

T

119 .
121 .

T

Winning a fight is about the best fun
there is.
Sometimes I feel dizzy for no reason .
If someone in your fam i ly gets into
trouble, it's better for you to stick
together than to tell the police .
It always seems like something bad happens when I try to be good .
Most men are bossy and mean .
It seems like wherever I am I'd rather
be somewhere else .

Most of the time I can't seem to find
anything to do.
Nothing much ever happens .
A lot of times I do thi ngs that my
folks tell me I shouldn't do .
It seems like people keep expecting me
to get into some kind of trouble .
If I could only have a car a t home,
things would be all r i ght .
If a bunch of you are in trouble, you
should stick together on a story .
I have a lot of headaches .
Policemen and judges will tell you one
thing and do another .
It is hard for me to talk to my parents
about my troubles .
It doesn ' t seem wrong to steal from
crooked store owners .
I would never back down from a fight .
Parents are always nagging and picking
on young people .
At home I am punished too much for
things I don't do .
Nobody seems to understand me or how I
feel .
I don ' t mind lying if I ' m in trouble .
A boy who won't fight is just no good .
I worry most of the time .
When luck is against you, there isn ' t
much you can do about it.
People hardly ever give me a fair
chance .
I like to daydream more than anyth ing
else .
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VALUE ORL"ENTATION (Cont'd)
Item
No .

Scored
Direction

147.

T

152 .

T

155.

F

Stealing isn ' t so bad if it's from a
rich person .
Sometimes it seems like I ' d rather get
into trouble, instead of trying to stay
away from it.
When I get into trouble, it's usually
my own fault .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 3 - IMMATURITY

8.

T

11.

F

12.

F

13 .

F

18 .

F

19.
31 .

T

33 .

38.

39 .
42 .

44 .

F
F
T
F
T

F

48 .

F

50.

T

57 .
62 .

T

10 .

F

F

75 .
76.
79 .

T

81.

F

T
T

lvzy- feelings get hurt easily when I am

scolded or criticized.
When somebody orders me to do something
I usually feel like doing Just the
opposite .
Most people will cheat a little tn
order to make some money .
A person never knows when he will get
mad, or have trouble .
People always seem to favor a certain
boy or girl ahead of the others.
I never lie .
It is easy for me to talk to strangers .
A lot of fathers don ' t seem to care if
they hurt your feelings .
Only a baby cries when he is hurt .
Most adults are really very nice .
I have all the friends I need .
Nowadays they make it a big crime to
get into a little mischief .
Sometimes people treat grown boys and
girls like t hey were babies .
When things go wrong, there isn ' t much
you can do about it .
Once in a while I get angry.
I have a real mean streak in me .
A lot Qf times I do things that my
folks tell me I shouldn't do.
I like everyone I know .
Other people are happier than 1 am .
Being called a sissy is about the worst
thing I know.
If a bunch of you are in trouble, you
~hould stick together on a story .
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IMMATURITY (Cont'd)
Item
No .

Scored
Direction

83 .

F

84.

T

86.

T

88 .
96 .

T
T
T
T

101 .

T

104.

T

108.
112 .

T
T

115 .
120 .

F
T

125 .

T

126.

F

127 .

T

131 .

T

132 .

F

134 .
139 .

T
F

140.
145 .

T
T

1 50 .
1 51.

T
F

92 .

95 .

Teachers always have favorites who can
get away with anything .
Every day is full of things that keep
me interested.
I can't seem to take much kidding or
teasing.
I never get mad at anybody .
I am liked by everybody who knows me .
I am always nice to everyone .
It takes someone pretty smart to get
ahead of' me.

I will do a lot of crazy things if
somebody dares me .
Some day I would llke to drive a t'ace
car .
My life at home is always happy .
Most people get into trouble because oi'
bad luck.
Sometimes I don ' t like school .
To get along all right nowadays, a ~er
son has to be pretty tough .
When you ' re in trouble, nobody much
cares to help you.
Sometimes when my folks tell me not to
do something, I go ahead and do it anyway.
It's best not to think about your prob lems .
I have too much trouble making up my
mind .
Most people who act so perfect are just
putting on a big front .
I get tired easily.
I always hate it when I have to ask
someone for a favor .
I often have trouble getting my breath .
The only way to really settle anything
is to fight it out .
I am afraid of the dark.
Families areue too much .
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ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 4 - AUTISM
Item
No .

Scored
Direction

17 .

T

18 .

F

24 .

F

49 .

47.

T
F

60 .

T

71.

T

72 •

T

80 .
82 .

94 .

T
T
F

96 .

T

97 ,

T

104 .

T

106.

T

123 .

T

134.
137 .

T
T

138.
140.
142.
144.

T
T
T
T

145 .

T

147 .

T

148 .

T

I

Sometimes I feel l i ke I don ' t really
have a home .
People al ways seem to favor a certain
boy or girl ahead of the others .
It's hard to have fun unless you're
with your buddies .
Sometimes I feel dizzy for no reason.
It makes me feel bad to be bawled out
or criticized .
If somebody does something mean to me,
I try to get back at them .
It's fun to get the police to chase
you .
A lot of people say bad things about me
behind my back .
When I ' m alone I hear strange things .
I have a lot of headaches .
Too many people like to act big and
tough.
It takes someone pretty smart to get
ahead of me .
Talking over your troubles with an
older person seems like "kid stuff . "
Some day I would l ike to drive a race
car .
I feel sick to my stomach ever y once
in a while .
I real ly think I ' m better looking than
mos t others my age.
I get tired easily .
I feel alone even when there are other
people around me .
I ' m good at out-smarting others .
I often have trouble getting my breath,
For my size, I'm really pretty tough.
I like to daydream more than anything
else .
The only way to really settle anything
is to fight it out .
Stealing isn't so bad if it's from a
rich person .
My parents seem to think I might end up
being a bum .
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AUTISM (Cont'd)
Item
No.

Scored
Direction

149 .

T
T
T

150 .

153.

Things don't seem real to me .
I am afraid of the dark .
I think there is something wrong with
my mind.

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 5 - ALIENATION
1.

T

2.

F

9.
14 .

F
T

15 .

T

32 .

T

35 .

39 .

T
F
T
T

54 .

T
T

42 .
.50 .
55 .
61 .

T

81.

64 .

T
T

90 .

T

103.

T

107.

T

110.
125.

T
T

127.

T

128 .
130 .

T
T

When you're in trouble, it 1 s best to
keep quiet about it .

It makeo me nervous to sit still very

long .
Most police will try to help you.
If the police don 't like you, they will
try to get you for anything.
A person is better off if he doesn't
trust people.
Police stick their noses into a lot of
things that are none of their business.
I hardly ever get a fair break .
Most adults are really very nice.
I have all the friends I need.
When things go wrong, there isn' t much
you can do abou t it.
Most men are bossy and mean .
I don't care if people like me or not.
You can hardly ever believe what parents
tell you.
Police usually treat you dirty .
If a bunch of you are in trouble, you
should stick together on a story.
Policemen and judges will tell you one
thing and do another.
Parents are always nagging and picking
on young people .
At home I am punished too much for thihgs
I don ' t do .
A lot of women seem bossy and mean.
When you're in trouble, nobody much
cares to help you .
It's best not to think about your
problems .
I hardly ever feel excited or thrilled .
The people who run things are us~ally
against me .

11'.J
ALI ENATION (Cont ' d)
Item
No .

Scored
Direction

143 .

T

146 .
155.

F
F

People hardly ever give me a fair
chance .
I am nervous .
When I get into trouble, it ' s usually
my own fault .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 6 - MANIFEST AGGRESSION

3.
5.

T
T

10 .

T

11 .

T

12 .

T

13 .

T

18 .

T

22 .

T

23 .

T

24 .

T

27 .
29 .

T
T

30 .

T

33.

T

37.

T

in .
53 .

38 .

F
T
T

56 .

T

I get into a lot of fights .
I always l i ke to hang arou nd with the
same bunch of friends .
Sometimes I feel like I want to beat up
on somebody .
When somebody orders me to do something
I usually feel like doing just the
opposite .
Most people will cheat a little in
order to make some money .
A person never knows when he wil l get
mad, or have trouble .
People always seem to f a vor a certain
boy or g i rl ahead of the others .
A person like me fights first and asks
questions later .
I have very strange and funny thoughts
in my mind .
It ' s hard to have fun unless you ' re
with your buddies .
Sometimes it ' s fun to ~teal some th in~ .
When I get really mad, I ' ll do just
about anything .
Women seem more friendly and happy than
:nen .
A lot of fathers don ' t seem to care if
they hurt r,our feelings .
I seem to 'i.>low up" a lot over little
things that really don ' t matter very
much .
Only a baby cries when he is hurt .
A lot of strange things happen to m.e .
It always seems like something bad happens when I try to be good .
It seems like wherever I am I'd rather
be some°l'll:ere elee .
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MANIFEST AGGRESSION {Cont'd)
Item
~

Scored
Direction

62 .
65 .

T
T

83 .

T

86 .

T

89 .

T

93 .

T

100 .

T

117.

T

124 .
151 .
152 .

T
T
T

1 54 .

T

I have a real mean streak in me .
Most of t he time I can't seem to find
anything to do .
Teachers always have favorites who can
get away with anything .
I can't seem to take much kidding or
tea sing .
I keep wishing something excit ing would
happen .
It seems easi er for me to act bad than
to show my good feelings.
I have a lot of bad things on my mind
that people don't know about .
At times I feel like blowing up over
little things.
My mind is full of bad thoughts .
Families argue too much .
Sometimes it seems like I'd rather get
in to trouble , instead of trying to stay
away from i t .
I get angry very quickly .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 7 - WITHDRAWAL

s.

F

7.

T

11.

F

43 .

F

45 .

T

46 .

T

49 .

T

52 .

T

63 .

T

I always l i ke to hang around with the
same bunch of friends .
It makes me mad that some crooks get
off free .
When somebody orders me to do something
I usually feel like doing just the
opposite .
I get a kick out or getting so~e peopl e angry and all shook up .
It would be fun to work in a carnival
or playland .
~~ father is too busy to worry mu~h
about ne, or spend much time with me .
It mak~s me feel bad to be bawled out
or criticized .
I can ' t seem to keep my mind on any thing .
I don' t th1nk I will ever be a success
or amount to much .
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WITHDRAWAL (Cont ' d)
Item
No .

Scored
D1r ect1on

67 .
69 .
70 .

T
T
T

76 .
77 .

T
T

85 .

T

91 .

T

94 .

T

99 .
105 .

F
T
T

111.

118 .

F

119 .

F

131 .

T
T

121 .

I often feel lonesome and sad .
Nothing much ever happens .
A lot of t1mes I do th1ngs that my
folks tell me I shouldn't do .
Other people are happier than I am .
I f I could ~nly ha ve a car at ho~e,
things 1~ould be all right .
I would rather be alone than wi t h
others .
It ls hard for me to talk to my parents
about my troubles .
Too many people l i ke to act big and
tough .
I would never back down from a fight .
I sit and daydream more than I should .
Nobody seems to unde r stand me or how I
f eel.
I don ' t mind lying if I ' m ln trouble .
A boy who won't fight ls just no good .
I worry most of the time .
I have too much trouble making up my
mind .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 8 - SOCIAL ANXIETY
1.

F

2.

T

4.

T

8.

T

15 .

F

21.

T

25 .

T

28.

T

31.
34 .

F
T

When you ' re tn trouble, i t ' s best to
keep quiet about tt .
I t makes me nervous to sit st111 very
long .
I worry too much about doing the right
things .
My feelings get hurt easily when I am
scolded or criticized.
A person ts better off if he doesn't
trust people .
I worr y about what other people thin~
of me .
I get nervous when I ask someone to do
me a f~vor .
I notice my heart beats very fast when
people keep asking me questions .
It is ea:y for me to talk to st r angers .
I am eecretly &fraid of a lot of thinss .
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SOCIAL ANXIETY (Cont'd)
Item
No .

35.

Scored
Direction
F

36.

T

45 .

F

48 .

T

66 .

T

68 .

F

73.

78.

T
F

102 .

T

139.

T

141 .

T

142 .
146 .

F
T

155 .

T

I hardly ever get a fair break.
Others seem to do things eas ier than I
can .
It would be fun to work in a carnival
or playland.
Sometimes people treat grown boys and
girls like they were babies .
It's hard for me to show people how I
feel about them .
I don 't mind it when I'm teased and made
fun of.
I wish I wasn ' t so shy and bashful .
I really don ' t have very many problems
to worry about .
Having to talk in front of the class
makes me afraid .
I always hate it when I have to ask
someone for a favor .
I worry about how well I 'm doing in
school .
For my size, I 'm really pretty tough .
I am nervous .
When I get into trouble it's usually my
own fault .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 9 - REPRESSION
19.

48 .

T

F

':J7 •

68 .

F
T

75 .
78 .

T
T

88 .

T
T
T
T
T
F
F

92 .
95 .

108 .
113 .
11 5 .
126 .

I never lie .
Sometimes people treat grown boys and
girls like they were babies .
Once in a while I get angry .
I don't mind it when I ' m teased and made
fun of .
I like everyone I know .
I really don't have very many problems
to worry about .
I never get mad at anybody .
I am liked by everybody who knows me .
I am always nice to everyone .
My l i fe at home is a lways happy .
I am always kind,
Sometimes I don't like school.
Sometirr.es when my folks tell me r.ot to
do something, I go ahead and do it anyway .
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REP~ESSION

(Cont ' d)

Item
No .

Scored
Di rection

129 .

T

136 .

T

When something bad happens, I almost
always blame mysel f i nstead of the
other per son.
I like to read and study .

ITEMS COMPOSING SCALE 10 - DENIAL

8.

F

16.

F

17 .

F

33 .

F

39 .
46 .

T
F

53 .

F

65 .

59 .

F
F

66 .

F

67 .

69 .
84 .

F
F
T

87 .

F

91 .

F

103 .

F

107 .

F

110 .
114 .

F
T

135 .

T

My feelings get hurt easily when I am
scolded or cri tic i zed .
Sometimes I wish I could quit school .
Sometimes I feel like I don ' t really
have a home .
A lot of fathers don ' t seem to care if
they hurt your feelings.
Most adults are really very nice .
My father ts too busy to worry much
about me, or spend much time with me .
It always seems like something bad happens when I try to be good .
Most parents seem to be too strict .
Most of the time I can ' t seem to find
anything to do.
It ' s hard for me to show people how I
feel about them.
I often feel lonesome and sad .
Nothing much ever happens .
Every day is full of things that keep
me interested .
I don't seem to care enough about what
happens to me .
It is hard for me to talk to my parents
about my troubles .
Parents are always nagging and picking
on young people .
At home I am punished too much for
things I don ' t do.
A lot of women seem bossy and mean .
Talking with my parents is just ;:is easy
as talking with others my own age .
I think my mother should be stricter
than she is about a lot or things .
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ATTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE
Circle the answer that best fits how you feel .
1.

Real frie nds are hard t o find where I live .
Very true

2.

Undecided

Untrue

Very untrue

Some people in my town "get by w1 th murder" while
others t ake the rap for doing any little thing
wrong .
Very t rue

3.

True

True

Undecided

Untrue

Very untrue

People are not concerned about what k i ds do as lonJ
as they keep out of trouble .
Very true

True

Undecided

Untrue

Very untrue

Mark an "X" on the section of the vertical line that
best describes how you feel . Mark the "X" between the
horizontal lines, not on them .

4.

How do you feel about the community 's (schools,
court, police, neighbors, etc .) concern and interest
for you?

very
concerned
5.

so-so

not
conce r ned

Have you learned anything while being here (aboi;t
yourself, others, etc . )?

a great
deal

::>o- so

nothing
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A'fTITUDE QUESTIONNAIRE (Cont'd)

6 . Are you happy with the way you are as a person?
I

I

very
happy
7.

Are the houseparents reasonable with their expectations and rules for you?
I

I

very
reasonable

8.

very
unhappy

so- so

r

I

so-so

I
very
unreasonable

How well do you feel you get along with most of the
kids here?

very
well

so-so

not
a t all
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE
Here is a list of twelve words and their opposites.
The lines in between the words stand for the different
degrees of difference between them . Rate the "Next
Door, Inc." on all twelve scales by marking an "X" on
the line between each set of words to show where you
feel the Next Door would be . Mark whatever comes to
your head first; do not spend much time thinking of
your answer .
helpful

I

'

I

valuable

I

unhelpful
worthless

nice

awful

clean

dirty

noisy

quiet

good
large
strong

bad
i

:i:nall
weak

deep

shallow

fast

slow

active
hot

passive
cold
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE (Cont ' d)
Following the same instructions as for the last question, rate "Authority" on this same scale.

helpful

unhelpful

valuable

worthless

nice

awful

clean

dirty

noisy

quiet

good
large
stro.n g

bad
small
weak

deep

shallow

fast

S l<J\·.1

active
hot

passive
cold
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SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL SCALE (Cont 1 d)
Following the same instructions as for the last question, rate "Me" (yourself) on this same scale.

helpful

unhelpful

valuable

worthless

nice

awful

clean

dirty

noisy

quiet

good
large
strong

bad
small
weak

deep

shallow

fast

slow

active
hot

passive
cold

